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I. JOINT

JOINT

division before it, a division proper to the parts, and each part

ars itself speak, its undivided self speaks itself, it speaks to itself,

ny: a lineage, a vertical connection from the forefathers to the
sons, and back to an origin that seems before all becoming, be
,

ly voice of the father remains mute, its solitary vibration echoes
7
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thy commandment all alone shall live / Within the book and volu

aks, the ladder of lineage overrules all other voices, it is the fat

the lineage. Hamlet and Hamlet. The paternal ghost and its in
in the festival costume, critical, even nonconformist intellectual,
many, fails to become manifold, can only speak to the many, for
and about them. This place of the intellectual is an impossible

Tearing up of the photograph of the author

and dividing, Hamletmachine. When it encounters its machinic

8
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overtones. “puts costume and mask down. I am not Hamlet. I play

Forget the proper name. Cover your tracks. Invent a nameless
possible again, as multiplicity, as many possibilities, all kinds of

never be of itself.
The critique of the one, individual voice often leads to its ap
parent opposite, communal consonance of voices. From the I
to the We, from individual to community, from the one to the

seeks the one in the individual, but in the community, in the

at the end, united unison takes the place of the one voice of the

9
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reduced to a transition and this transition is reduced even to

, accessory,

the sharpness of an authorial gaze, not because they are lifted
into the air by the size of giants, but because they try out ot
, Hamlet and

Volksbühne Berlin, Die tragische Geschichte von Hamlet, Prinz von
Dänemark, and in the same process produced the Hamlet Com
Hamletmachine.

time of the uprising. The uprising begins as a stroll. Against the

nents, translation and commentary, created in the last phase of
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out the transition from Stalin to Deutsche Bank. This time the

sion. Machinic disposability develops transversely, dividually in
the technological and social assemblages. Joining is no longer

pes the attitudes, the modes of conduct, the conditions.
The voices do not need to be consonant any longer, they reso

sonous community in obedience, compliant conducts resonate
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voice processing. Machine ears nestle against vocal cords, vocal
folds, glottis, and capture the recurring rhythms in the voice.
transducers, vocoders, parlographs, sensors and voice control
lers palpate my voice and my moods. And I address them if they

lights or to regulate the comfort zone temperature, operate the

the TV, the door lock, the alarm system, the surveillance came

bubbles, voice envelopment.
ry temporality. It must be thought into the indeterminate as
a straight line in order to think the future determinable. And

attempt to predict the future. In foresight, report and calcu

12
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determined, in order to then adapt our present to this determi

and indeterminate prolongation of the timeline consigns us to
a den of machinic subservience and violent submission to the

Hamletmachine. It is about

accepted as necessary, but desired and subserviently advanced.

of the Hamletmachine
prisonment the Stool the Table the Bed. I destroy the battle

The Sticky Fingers of Time

time travel business agent,
13
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ins the queering of linear time, the possibility of time travel. It is
Hamlet

Hamletmachi

ne
to transform humans into another life form, such as a cactus. She

,

of the body may not have been entirely voluntary and the machi

14
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The Sticky Fingers of Time,

the leaping over distance, comes here from the possibility of

As the times brace, as they begin to stick, as they are traversed

Not only geosocial multiplicity, then, but also dividual lines of
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its fates burst open, paternal or divine or algorithmic. Here and

but to leave the voices untuned, in detuning and bracing, gaping
and sticky at the same time.
Dividual time, queer time, unruly time. Dilatation of the pre
Orlando, Kindred,
Data Thief
than only those of the voice from father to son, those of the spi

dividual multiplicity.

heteronormative family ties, not blood relations and DNA, but

even in the queer variant of Kindred, but not elective kinship
either, in the sense of a choice of kinship, a possibility of choice.

rity. It is soul kinship beyond blood and sovereign choice, Don
oddkin,

16
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ces sound along in unison, but never quite in tune, the more,
surrounding tunes, voices that need never become substance,
ces can become dissemblage. In tinny friction and toneless re

the cars, Siri sung by the algorithm. But no one tunes, no one
speaks, no one plays the dissemblage.

17
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Ritornello 10, 2020/1299
Uma nova suavidade

of that resonance:
for a doctoral program in art at the University of Saragoza, one

choosing other times after that, even actual times. My birthday

18
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then I felt the terror of the interruption of that practice under

lence against it, reactualizing it over and over and over again to
day. The embryos of futures that inhabit us are never destroyed,

of futures that have been buried in order to make them germi

compose the biosphere and are responsible for keeping the en
vironmental and social ecology in equilibrium.

designation she has given to it is an act of micropolitical resis

19
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Blade Runner,

Deckard and Rachael risk to fall again into the characters of the

Kisses,
Suely

20

THE FLOW OF THE COMMENTATOR

more to the mood in the garden of translation around us, I

fanatical pilgrim hordes, seen the legendary Roncesvalles, and

territories before. Then I could have discussed all the things

time had already begun raiding the border villages. Further into
semen and crusade returnees made the situation unsafe. Still,
have been doable.

21
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of commerce and thought reached from Marrakech to Fès and

side of those rapidly shifting borders. Before the religious over

the coming time.
Abraham Ibn Daud had studied in Córdoba and, despite his

22
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lars. He made a name for himself back then mainly through

ing them against each other or making them blur. As such a
Toledo in order to continue his studies in a changed, Christian
environment. Even if the path through the borderlands had
vitation to Toledo, an invitation that I could not refuse, given

Chronicle of the Kings of Israel,
the Great to the fall of the fortress of Masada. In it, he also de
velops his variant of the legend of the creation of the Septuagint,

23
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miraculously, in the end, all translations are identical. Thus the

For Ibn Daud this miracle of uniformity does not go far enough.

commissioned the translation, from being able to prove errors
that the translators agree, but also in all these thirteen cases of
correction of the Torah itself. In the main, the changes clari

according to Ibn Daud in his Chronicle, each changed it in the

beginning. So at the beginning must not be the beginning, as

ling, a presumption that the formula of God as Unity, had it to

24
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goal, but at the same time something so completely dissembled,
sometimes brittle rustling, sometimes broadband noise, irresis

nicler and theologian, rabbinic man of letters, poet and astro
the reading of the Arabic sages, against the background of an

Arabic, made him shine.
The Christian masters could by no means be called friendly to
ted in Greek and Arabic philosophy, had an important use for

accumulated and recomposed over the centuries around the

25
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the translation of our sacred scriptures in order to refute them,
in the theological and philosophical discussion of the most im

ve and multiple material of Greek and Arabic sciences.

the Christian siege and nonviolent capture of Toledo. When
the opulent family library of the Banu Hud came from Zarago

partial freedom of movement in the second Taifa, and from
the Almohad denunciation of the dhimma. It thus became,
population structure: Mozarabic Christians, speaking Roman

had preferred to stay in the city even after the Christian occu

denunciation of the dhimma.
26
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disputing in the midst of a small gathering of scholars in his gar
Córdoba, and he used the vernacular Castilian mode of speaking.

sitting at the top of a long table, dressed in light robes, and see
med to take particular interest in the interruptions. Apparently,

doctrine of the soul. When I dared to lean over those seated

Compendium on the Soul.

27
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on the doctrine of the soul, or, as in my case, through a lifetime
De anima.
Already during the time of my visit to Toledo, I began to think

three commentaries on De anima
about the history of Greek and Arabic tradition, about the most
important commentaries that had unfolded over the centuries
into a labyrinth of lines of interpretation, but above all about
ittis.

much too much bound to an individual body and thus neglected

cupies me to this day: What if even the material intellect in its
like the active intellect, as dividual, as the single aspect of the

Compendium on the Soul
Daud spoke vernacular Castilian rather than Arabic, and after
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spread out on the table before him and many linguistic and phi
losophical competences on the doctrine of the soul in Greek
and Arabic philosophy gathered around the table, Ibn Daud

he slipped in additional interpretations, comments, and ques

turies across regions scattered throughout the Mediterranean

appropriate form of translation. The debate rippled back and

cient. Sometimes the discussions became more heated, some

more clarity into the confusion of conceptual assemblages, the

accumulation of dead ends. And at the same time, the heat of

pleasure and disgust, my nose recalled its obvious origin in the

29
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sions: the man robed in Christian religious garb across from Ibn

nants of Greek and Roman philosophy and their late antique

30
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generally multilingual, but they also translated in a multiple,

linguistic competences, translation techniques in the sense of
mechanical procedures and hierarchical routines. What might

for the editing process. Sometimes the discussions about com
plicated formulations lasted for hours, and even then it could
happen that the queries led from the target language back into

This back and forth in the middle of translation, the mutual

close to losing sight of the larger picture, remained the constant
31
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sounds of the garden, the splashing of an invisible fountain, the
cooing of doves, the murmuring of ghosts, around the trans

ourselves in smaller groups, in their desire productions and the

in linguistic, theological, or philosophical details, themselves

mode of production could develop precisely and only at this

in his legend of the translation of the Septuagint. Rather than
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ing, in imperceptible slippage from one language to another and

translation machine groaned, creaked, rattled, and sometimes

Since the beginning of our century, more and more scholars had

teries belonging to his order and pilgrimaging to Santiago de

come: the collection and translation of the most important Is

and Islam as a plague and deadly poison that had infected more
possible in order to attack and eradicate it. Analogous to the

out the refutation and annihilation of Islam, precisely from the
33
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only to destroy us as its opponents but also to appropriate our
Christian apparatus that, through its institutional and material

Ambitious to acquire both material and immaterial goods and
to drive religious competitors out of Europe, the monastic orga

an enemy that had been recognized very late as a monotheistic

The Cistercian abbot agitated against us as evildoers in spee
ches and letters. Referring positively to the bloodbath of the

34
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the enemies of the Christian name and the talk of impurity and

armies set out north against the Slavic Wends to carry out mass

interests throughout the Mediterranean. They aimed not only
also to repress our trade throughout the Mediterranean by rai
ding ships and coastlines.

of the institutionalized Church. Missionary and propaganda

35
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them in campaigns as restless, illiterate, violent, and godless

heresies appeared as outlines of a ground around the Christian

settled and elusive hordes. He also set his rigid monopoly of
revelation, immersion, prayerful realization, and unmediated
hods, against rational disputation about God, and against all
attempts to balance philosophy and theology. During a break
participating more and more actively, the conversation came
to these latest attempts at internal Church purges during and
after the Crusade. The latter had turned into a catastrophe for

of one of the most prominent Frankish bishops had occurred in

old teacher Abelard to monastic imprisonment, the burning of

ant cathedral school of Chartres at an early age, had taught in
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about the typical idiosyncrasies of Christian theology: Christ
ological questions, problems of the Trinity, and the distinction

the highest art of Christian thought of his time. His deeds, it

Gilbert himself did not claim the position of authorship, but
preferred that seemingly secondary position of reading, inter

than philosophical polemics addressed to the mediocre educa

completely to the commentary form. As for me today the form
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For a long time this practice had been an important compo
copying, preserving, and repairing, such as transcribing and ar

the natural and divine rationes
profana novitas

of testimony and theological disputation. But the disastrous
opponent, highly respected and learned. In the long interrogati

tacks from many sides. Bernard did not turn the disputation
errores,
argue. Instead Bernard ventured into a terrain he did not master
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bert convinced the assembly primarily by erudite reference to

lateral action as insolent to the primacy of the Roman Curia.

but still attractive enough in its various aspects to fuel my de
sire: the Frankish area housed the most important Christian

rity, and his strategies in the struggle for the appropriateness

discourse and his social surround.
39
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days, of meetings that brought us together around the table of

even to the point of productive disorientations regarding the
directions of translation. Gundissalinus had taken note of my

nights. Gundissalinus had been interested in Boethius for some
time, even beyond the spectacular scandal surrounding Gilbert
in his interpretations of the Boethian doctrine of the Trinity.
had translated the philosopher from Greek and connected the

passage, implicit escapes from the three great dichotomous or
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ce and accidences he proposed subsistence as it is singular to all
the concept of dividuality.
everyday language or philosophy: dividuum. With this term Gil
bert describes a singularity that is not characterized by the pro
viduality means dividedness or divisibility, though oddly enough

dividuum is

from the concrete, the dividual emerges in dispersion, in trans
tract line that traverses and concatenates concrete single things.
The unum, the one, is neither closing community nor totality

spersed and distributed to diverse individuals, assemble. Gilbert
subsistentia and subsis
tens,

is through the same subsistence that is at the same time in it.

41
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of the subsisting, but unlike a universal ground it does so as the

not have its being from an outside, but rather from the subsis
tence that is in it. Conversely, a subsistence is not in diverse sub
sistings, but only in one. The dividual applies to both aspects, to
multiplicity of concrescent subsistings.
Finally, an implicit proposal to break the dichotomy of identity
similitudo: similarity is

potentiality of connection, apposition, concatenation. Dividual
conformitas
is not to be understood as a moral designation of conformity

parts as unum dividuum
unconformable in becoming similar.
We reached the end of the passage late at night, dividuum facit
similitudo, and the resonances of similarity, subsistence, and di

ging philosophical and theological questions that had brought
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omnipotence, the pride of the dominant voice, the order of
rability of a struggle and a love. And yet the male voice seemed
, the

it sounded like the oral language of Castilian Romance, tho

After the Arabic standard language, after the dominant voice of
dance of the Andalusian vernaculars resounded in the middle
everything dance according to other rhythms, according to the
Should I understand the domestic sounds as a call to order, to

grave mistake if I did not use my visit to Toledo to travel on to
this adventure, to push deeper into Christian terrain, in search

also involved transforming the emerging dogmatic purism at
home into something bearable. I felt sleep coming over me, I
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unseen fountain and the books and the manuscripts and the
gulls and the Azahar trees and the scents and songs and perhaps
even the Tagus.

44
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Ritornello 11, 1978/1933/1950/1904
Queer Joint

themselves to sing beyond the professionalism and volume of
high culture. Thin and soft, squeaky and shrill, totally incapable

Trees in the

Until the real thing comes along
rell

singing on the other side of good and evil at the end of the

the beginning of Toll the Bell
minor masculinities that do not see nor have the need to act
Scott, because he has a rare voice in the height of a soprano.
ker at the end of a frenzied bebop program interpreting the
Embraceable You. Speed has never been Jimmy
45
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He keeps time by letting it go. He stretches out the phrases so
that he almost constantly sings half a bar behind the rhythm

the voice that sings of it. Fragile, higher still than Billie Holiday,
but resembling her and the heights of the trumpet of Fats Na
varro after him. When Jimmy Scott ends the song, he stabs up

that hangs around the restless runs and cadences of a bird be

, over

Talking Heads song Heaven:
Everyone is trying to get to the bar
The name of the bar called Heaven
They play it once again they play it all night long
Heaven is a place
Where nothing ever happens ...
Passion according to G.H., the
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self. God, the sun, Hamlet: having itself traversed, it is and

materiales de construcción de mundos

47
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Ritornello 12, 2020.
Da Toni

the poets, and the psychoanalysts. But to the appropriation by

Grundrisse

lect that materialist perspective of a universal, active or passi
perhaps since Avicenna and Averroes, in parallel and/or in pole

poverty
and desire has the power to produce. This potentiality of labor
is concerned, there is certainly something of Aristotle and so
mething of Spinoza.
And then also something of Hegel. As you have probably read
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nature relation is central. That is, the dialectic of the interaction
of nature and spirit, of technology and anthropology. Haber
mas formalizes this interaction as a communicative scheme and
in French poststructuralism, especially in Deleuze and Guattari,
nature and mind. This seems to me to be an important second
point in your letter. For you, it is about grasping the ontological

interrelation = communication
terrelation = machine

productive nexus in

he too read the General Intellect in this sense. When Michael

ontological ground, an open dialectic of nature and mind, of the

formula is: interrelation = love.

moral destruction of machines because they are bad, and into
employment in a particular situation or are blackmail tools of

49
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tic that develops in the Italian communities of the thirteenth

the love of carità is
sive giving that rises up against the rich. It consists, on the one
hand, in the revolt of the servants against the masters and in

an anticipation of the subversive elements of the Reformation

Symposion
the Rhône and Rhine, it is also a determinate dystopia, the de

place the Belgian Beguines in this historical cluster.

50
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direct democracy

Toni
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DISJOINTURE

ture.
abstract machine. Its copies, its readings and discussions, its di
of the distant, and every secret meeting in a beguinage unfolds
semblage, ensemble, resem
blance, simulation, assim

blers assembling innumerable minor semblances that escape

time letting go, becoming nothing and becoming mutually simi
lar. Assembling like the celestial bodies, by bracing, attraction,
and constellation in farnearness.

Fuge

Unfuge
Umfuge

chapter Ungefüge
fugen/fügen. The German
fugen
fügen
add, and more. The English translation of these terms takes recourse to several

55
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.

and also emphasizes the possibility of a movement of similari

The production of similarity in imitation dispen

There is a peculiarity of similarity that concerns its double time
Similarity is not to be held
New German Critique

Ge
sammelte Schriften,

56
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7

rupt disappearance, its material instability, its irretrievability.

8

past, ein Nu
9

a processual faculty, a faculty of becoming similar. As much as it

Fire lets
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transmutation, becoming, perhaps these are other, better names
for a form of assimilation never absorbed in the same.

so critical of, not only in the catastrophic developments of

Invisible
Man through his life, starting from the request of his grand
father, the freed slave, on his deathbed:

” in: ibid, Judaica,

Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man,
58
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All his life he had remained calm, only to call himself a traitor,

and not seen, and then heard only in one big optimistic

remains invisible or transforms into the protean trickster

another possibility of saying yes appear,

materiales de construcción de mundos, a plus of this
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le thing more form. But the dramatization of the footnote

60
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similar, is titled: Citizens of Nowhere, Imitate!

Not in assembling the respectively nea
rest, but in the constellation of near and far, similarity arises.

forces, but of the archaic capacity of man to resemble the ce

most remote, the most obscure, not only in the archaic, but also

of birth, making itself similar to the most distant in the deepest

Gesammelte Schriften,
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He insinuates the concept rather than developing it, and so
yet this relation is not based on
mediation. Nonsensuous similarity does not operate via sensu
similarity at a distance, similarity in dissimilarity. Not a similari

This
heterogeneity is needed to generate nonsensuous similarity in
the bracing of the many.

immigration into a similarity beyond sense. Beyond sense, be
yond meaning, beyond the etymological lineage, there are type
faces, onomatopoeia and soundscapes, beyond sense also lurks

about his Berlin Childhood around 1900

Gesammelte
Schriften,
Berlin Childhood around 1900
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sual mediation, but through Verspannungen, bracings. Bracings
are correspondences of a very dissimilar nature that form toge
se bracings signify spasms, contractions, condensations of terri

mity, and nonsensuous similarity braces the most distant: bracing
and tension, iugum of

being attracted, in the rapprochement of the far. In nonsensous
similarity the forms form apart and together, at the same time

leads it: no conductor, no reverend, no Elias. Bracing and assem
because they establish similarity only through their assembly, and

Gesammelte Schriften

ressemblance sensible.
In
ressemblance and semblable, belong to the realm

63
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the original French of Francis Bacon. The Logic of Sensation
chapter reads La ressemblance retrouvée
productrice ou produite
elements of one thing pass directly into another thing, similarity is producer. Dif

faire ressemblant par des moyens non ressemblants
ressemblance sensible

par la sensation

Logic of Sense
sens and

faire ressem
blant
produire la ressemblance

similarity can be found in
of

64
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Ritornello 13, 1148/1248.
Aesthetic probability

and advance his theses, are persecuted as Averroists, condem
ned as false teachers for their theses against a rigid Christian
Church, theses similar to those that the commentator had
dalus. And yet, it is not probable,

Wilbirg and Mechthild, cross this untraveled path of the com
are part of a mass movement. From all regions of the Christian
tion from their sins, to obtain healing from illnesses, to make
decisions that have become necessary. The pilgrimage is not
only onerous and arduous, but also dangerous. Thunderstorms,
loss of orientation, theft, foot ailments, persistent fever, vio

of living outside marriage and religious rules. These mulieres
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religiosae

Security, Terrritory,
Population, translated

erences to the various high and late medieval resistances to government and pas

abnormalities at the edges of ecclesiastical immanence. Waldensians, Utraquists,

the Free Spirit populate space and time in this marginal cartography of alternative

interpretation into the archives. Foucault therefore gathers single aspects from all
in the late Middle Ages: the election and deselection of the pastor among the
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are referred to by the enigmatic collective name of Beguines.

they transform the gendered forms of reproduction and coha

indeed against property and possessions in general, they si
tuate themselves in neighborhood, sometimes in competition

the authoritative interpretation, the geographical and histori
guines are persecuted or venerated, described as possessed or
holy, inscribed in lists of heretics or the calendar of saints. In

mystical retreat and ecstasy, the collective practice of living
mendicant itinerant preacher.

Caroline Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption,
The Emergence of Feminist Consciousness,
The Pursuit of the Millennium: Rev
olutionary Millenarians and Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages
Le amiche di Dio. Margherita e le altre,
La résistance au christian
isme: les hérésies des origines au XVIIIe siècle
Mysticism & Social Transformation, Syracuse
67
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There is not only probability of the historiographical kind, the
re is also an aesthetic probability. The latter concerns the cons
truction not of history, but of a story. Just as the paths of Ibn

and gotten invol
id quod est and id quo est.

the import of Arabic thought to Europe remained unsuccessful.
le De unitate intellectus contra averroistas
across Europe far beyond the impact of the commentator.

Marie Bertho, Le Miroir des âmes simples et anéanties de Marguerite Porete: une vie blessée
d’amour,
68
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forms of Beguine mysticism and the radical readers of holy scrip
surrounding both the fundamentalist crusading fanatics and the
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The walled woman
... und alle unvuoge verbirt

Von einem übelen wîbe.
narrative forms of fable, märe, and oration, the Stricker pursues
social order. The tale about the übel wîp
German and in rhyming couplets, is a misogynous didactic tale

übel sint behaft
gewan wîbes lîp

from übeler wîbe meisterschaft, / die mit ganzer
daz aller wirseste wîp, / diu ie

übeliu wîp bekere
ich kann von übelen wîben / ir übel wol vertrîben
is the political program of the Stricker. Wickedness and sin, übel
sint, consist here primarily in female disobedience. The übel wîp
must be turned obedient by all means, made disposable and for

zählungen, Fabeln, Reden

Der Stricker. Er
. The tale Von einem übelen wîbe is

and paraphrases are my attempts.
In other verse narratives, too, the Stricker indulges in the most aggressive misogy
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vuoge and
gevüege,
ling raison, supposed to adopt a reasonable and compliant atti
tude. The meaning of vuoge and gevüege
gifuognissa

vuoge
and gevüege is

Ein ritter tugende rîche

daz mohte er niht erlîden
und hiez siz gar vermîden.
dô si durch slege noch durch bete
Vuoge and gevüege are the etymological precursors of Fuge

Gefüge, assem

vuoge
Literary Style. Mit
telalterliche Dichtung zwischen Konvention und Innovation, Berlin/Boston: de Gruyter

Scholarly Editing and German Literature. Revision, Re
valuation, Edition,
Sprechen und Erzählen beim Stricker. Kommunikative Formate in mittelhochdeutschen
Kurzerzählungen
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deste baz noch deste rehter tete,

er sluoc ir einen voustslac,
er sprach: „nu ist mir umbe den sac

mit kreften und mit île,

und ir ein sîte alsô zebrach,

as he can convince her, and in response to his threats she only

long, so brutally and so violently until his arm hurts so much
hing can be seen but skin in shreds and blood.

mestic violence, the unrestrained munt of the chivalrous mas
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un
gevüegen schaden, disproportionate, immense harm, harm that
comes from disobedience and drives their relationship out of

disposes of it:
si gehiez im ungevüegen schaden.
dô hiez er mûren ein gaden.
daz wart gemachet âne tür;
ein venster kêrte er her vür.
d wart si inne vermûret.
ungevüegen schaden is fol

vermûret.

vuoge.
tip the scales in favor of abandoning unruliness. At the height
ly and friends to isolate her not only spatially but also socially

sure and gifts, daz si die bete alle liezen

sus schiet er von dem wîbe / ir vriunde alle gemeine, / dô wart
si alters eine
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spatial separation from her husband establish disconnection
and separation, only being divorced from all social surround,

Dô vuoren die tîvel von dem wege, / die sie heten in
.

plicitly suggests to spread the doctrine further, to practice the
übel wîp

survived her disobedience, of her distress, but also of the turn
from übel wîp to vil guot wip. With this turn, she herself beco
unvuoge
daz si gote und im rehte wirt / und alle unvuoge verbirt

übel wîp,

their unvuoge

Der kluge Knecht
gevüege kündikeit,
Der Stricker. Erzählungen, Fabeln, Reden,
of gevüege kündikeit, see Friedrich Michael Dimpel, Martin Sebastian Hammer,
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a subservient form of intellect, reason according to the rule. It
daz war allez hingeleit /
mit einer gevüegen kündikeit./ des enhazze ich kündikeit niht, / dâ si
mit vuoge noch geschiht
gevüege
kündikeit, intellect applied mit vuoge, according to the rule. It is
this sort of reason that is to become the unquestioned norm:
kündikeit
gevüege, orderly, legally, accor

obedience to the lord as God, as houselord, as territorial lord
sovereignty and to the service of God.
In the narrative of the Stricker, patriarchal and divine order

poses a massive problem for the

schief, it shakes patriarchal divine morality and threatens its vi
unvuoge, is immoral conduct, disgrace,
beginning of a dissemblage that already can be sensed spreading
beneath the radar of violence and rule.

Prägnantes Er
zählen
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Ritornello 14, 1982/2020.

In

,

scussion in Salvador is printed among many other documents:

sing or as a strong concept: nouvelle douceur / nova suavidade.

une nou
velle douceur

in shortest form as fear of vs. fascination of deterritorialization.

Molecular Revolution
in Brazil
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Blade Runner ...
Blade Runner
aspects, but in others it lags behind our reality today, half a year

a double movement of revolt: on the one hand, the replicants

capitalism,

rade of molecular mutation.
It is up to us to test the use of this mutation and let it emanate.
Quase replicantes que somos, já sabemos também de que é
feito esse empenho: ele é feito de amor. Mas, por enquanto, pouco ou nada

and creativity as pimping, as
de relação de poder que se dá basicamente por meio do feitiço da sedução
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Blade Runner 2049 is
episode. Although the issue of replication remains prominent,

Blade Runner 2049 a subcontractor to
tivation ever more completely, but is also increasingly caught
up in the maelstrom of machinic capitalism. The machinic sub
servience that Guattari has repeatedly emphasized concerns
all forms of machines, technical, social, desiring machines and

Runner

Blade
, are references to molecular modes of organization

proletariat, or in Blade Runner 2049,
mutation is completely pushed into the background.
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in L’inconscient machinique. Here Guattari raises the question of

a gigantic rhizome of molecular revolutions spreading through

Chaosmosis
political regeneration, and as an ethical, aesthetic and analytic

The Machinic Unconscious: Essays in Schizoanalysis, translated by Tay

changed.
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: transverberation
suavidad
douceur that
Hugs,
g.
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... inmortalitatis similitudine in novam transtulerat
creaturam
St. Florian after a life of retreat as a visionary ecstatic mystic. In
the Vita Wilbirgis. The Vita is not a linear description of Wil

chronologically recount the life of a saint, nor, like the vision

by the devil, consolations and intercessions, healings, interven
tions in the afterlife, prophecies, central visions, death.

itzer,
introduction to the lives of the incluses and recluses, see Bernard McGinn, The

Fromme Frauen oder Ketzerinnen. Leben und Verfolgung der Beginen im Mittelalter,
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til her death. The hermitage is the place of enclosure sought by
the recluse, but above all it is the site of imitatio Christi

domus
specialis, is built there, and Wilbirg locks herself in her cella on

the solitude of her hermitage. While living a secluded life, she
has a mate in the house, her friend Mechthild, contact and com

herself transported in a vision to a tiny raft on the high seas and attacked, scream
ing eerily, by smelly, ugly black men.

reconquista
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on divine command brings her back unharmed: avis candidis
sima ... rediens ipsum puerum, quem iussu divino super altitudinem
nubium raptum evexerat, eiusdem imperio restituit incolomem.
sacramentum
raptus

physical and alive:
reciperet in amplexus. Puer autem de re tam insolita expavit et
retrocedens exclamavit. Adest mater, assunt et alii clamoris cau
puerile verbo respondit. “Hoc,” inquiens, “me voluit amplexari.”
When she steps up to the decorated cross in the convent church,
When asked about the reason for her outcry, the girl points to the
and ima
gination of the young Wilbirg is a simulation, but not in the

That said, the main issue
virgo
inviolata permanens
Amplexus
Mittelalterliche Frauen
mystik,
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hed not as a question of real and unreal in the modern sense, but

the one. In her imitatio Christi,

cally dissimilar, in the coming close of the immeasurably distant
to each other.
Becoming similar here is anything but harmless, painless, non
violent. The early allusions to raptus
tiquity, rapere has denoted violent acts ranging from robbery

manus of the
patriarch and concrete enslavement. None of these meanings is
The
mystical raptus

passion, from abrupt ripping, tearing, letting oneself be carried
raptus,

in Journal for Feminist Studies in Religion
language of imitatio Christi and bridal mysticism as often brutal and violent, full of
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As Elizabeth Casteen has pointed out the high medieval vites
raptus, evoking multiple meanings simultaneously.
It is precisely because of this oscillating semiotic and discursive
range that the mystical raptus can also become an important com
retreat into enclosure is not only to be understood reactively, as
an escape from manus, paternal munt, and ecclesiastical violence,
ei vilesceret mundus,

ne beloved. In Fragmentation and Redemption, Caroline Walker By

imitatio

es on raptus
Raptus

The Sacred and the Sinister, Uni

Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption
Sensible
, Chicago: University
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to Christ.

tion becomes apparent, the transition to the other side of raptus:

nied by the spread of dulcedo and suavitas.
Nec inmerito eam, cui carnalis delectationis amplexus subtraxerat,
Dominus sue dulcedinis recipit in amplexus

Genderdiskurse und Körperbilder im Mittelalter, Münster:

Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption

as doulceur,

dulcedo and its linguistic development
suavitas. Catherine

Puissance de la douceur Power of Gentleness: Meditations on the Risk of Living
thematically. Here gentleness must therefore present itself. But since rigid concep
tual determination does not suit it, gentleness appears gradually through a series
Solilo quium de arrha animae
Sermones super Cantica Canticorum
; Bonaventure, De Tri
plici Via, alias Incendium Amoris,
, later Richard
Speculum
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Vita Wilbirgis, as a general interpretation of the young Wil

nis

dulcissima devocio
suavitas devocio
odor suavitatis, a breath, a sen

dilector suus
solus in desiderio, her only desire, she
is engaged to him as one and only, desponsata ... uni viro Christo

hermitage, there to speak more intimately to her heart and
In die igitur,
qua Deus ascendit in iubilacione, in solitudinem reclusorii duxit Do
minus sponsam suam, ut ibi ad cor eius familiarius loqueretur et eam
ad suavissimum sue dulcedinis iubilum provocaret.

addresses Wilbirg as such: Ego enim ero merces tua et ego in pre
senti et in futuro ero cunctarum necessitatum tuarum perfectissmus
consolator

diance. Then he emerges from it in his entirety and so arouses
the devotedly loving Wilbirg that she can hardly contain herself
tanta devocione et dilectione ipsam accendit, ut pre
amoris dulcedine vix caperet semetipsam
to the Host, he blesses her and says, Venies ad me dilecta mea.
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body of his mother Mary and that of Wilbirg.
dulcedo, suavitas, and desiderium are not
used purely metaphorically in the genre of bridal mysticism,

Even more
aspect of abrupt opening, of unmediated access precisely in the
Per oracionum aliarumque piarum devo
cionum instancias ei se diligibilem reddere non cessabat.
through the vehemence of her prayers and other techniques of

instanciae, excessus,
and raptus

Accidit autem sepius, ut cum ipsa nocte oracionis causa surgeret,
alienate aculei feni totam faciem lacerabant. Ad se autem reversa,
quod factum fuerat, ignorabat.
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on her face.
Since Augustine, the Greek ékstasis has been translated into
excessus mentis

frequent formulation in mentis excessum venire or in extasim venire,
ve passive and active variants undecided, to understand ecstasy
as a mutual approaching of the human and the divine.
norabat
negativo in

nesciens, ig
alienata, estranged from herself, no
ex
ad se reversa
Exces

sus mentis

return to the self, on the other hand, is a painful fact that mys
tical ecstatics must take upon themselves throughout their lives.

vulnera diabolum, also
conduct and phenomena. The discretio spirituum, the distinction of good from evil
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Michel Foucault has described practices of asceticism from
the Egyptian and Syrian anachoretism of the third and fourth
relation of obedience in the Christian pastorate, turning this

ex
cessio mentis, a defection, an escape. The self itself does not seem

it is not a purely reactive process, but an act and a passion at the
same time: the temporary decoupling of body and mind results

and as deserting from property itself, from the self as somet

from the self.
devociones,

tion that initially seemed accidental are increasingly evoked by

Foucault, Security, Territory, Population,
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devocio et labor, ch.
oraciones, lacrimas et labores,
First, Wilbirg learns to understand the relationship to sleep as
sompni violencia

other form of abstinence concerns the restriction of food. She
reduces forms and quantity of nourishment, eats no meat and

circulus
ferreus

bursts into four pieces. As it disintegrates, it still takes a part

made the belt had died, and then Virgin Mary appears to her
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by divine intervention.

neration of the battered body. The recluse does not aim at a

The imitatio of Christ as bride, mother and sister of Je
From this feeds the double
of Christ. Talibus dedita devocionibus sic cepit dominice passionis
memoria estuare.
dominice passionis memoria

The practice of becoming similar, classically called imitatio
Christi

cathena ferrea
Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption

Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption
92
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milation into the one. Sharing the passion means for the mystic
resembling, not only does Christ become human, the mystic

quas illius interminabilis glorie
animam eius et splendor veritatis et ardor caritatis
splendor of truth and the ardor of caritas had transformed her

transformation by becoming similar. In this vision Wilbirg is led
Jesus nods to her from his throne. Then Wilbirg sees the entire
heavenly curia, from the symphony of heavenly virtues to the
harmony of the patriarchs and prophets and the singular song
of the virgins, and she sees it in purest contemplation, manifest
or mystery: manifeste non per speculum nec in enigmate, sed facie ad
faciem oculo ad oculum contemplacione limpidissima ibi vidit.
Herein lies the potential institutional critique of the mystical
She does not need institutional mediation, nor does she need
the institutionalized rituals of the Church. This is no turning
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And the

becoming similar. When the self is at the disposal of men and
munt

animate. Wilbirg no longer has to master her individual self, she
leaves this self, lets it go, leaves it behind, lets go of it, lets it

Security, Territory,
Population,

conducteur, but rather as
a subservient reporter of miracles.
Foucault, Security, Territory, Population,
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Ritornello 15, 2000/2020.
For Toni, with love

Dear Toni,
”
Ragione, magically transforms itself by becoming physical, but
emblematic of dominating and striating forms of perception and
their institutions, can become enormously productive if only it

the General Intellect

eros,

communist heresies of Italian Autonomia and in the mingling
Michael Hardt / Antonio Negri, Commonwealth,
Antonio Negri, Time for Revolution,
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Grundrisse

cends the proletariat of industrial capitalism in all directions

a relation of hatred and resistance that leads the poor to storm
the machines, because the capitalist appropriation of the ma
chines impoverishes and destroys the common productivity of
the poor. But as Marco Deseriis has described in his interes
ting book Improper Names, the very collective name General

machines but also for social struggles and their inventiveness.

also invented the practice of sending threatening letters to the

Marco Deseriis, Improper Names. Collective Pseudonyms from the Luddites to Anony
mous
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pitalist mode of production, and this inventive struggle of the

In your theory of the kairos, love and multiplicity, you link po

greatest evils perpetrated by Christian philosophy consists in
Against this normalizing mainstream of Christian
caritas
but
as immanent mutual care. It is mysticism that tilts the idea of

but millions and millions of drops, a multiplicity of nameless

If you conceptualize love as an eternal re

Negri, Time for Revolution
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the poverty movements, Francis of Assisi and the nomadic Be
guines, it emerges in a double movement of becoming nothing
and at the same time becoming more.
Becoming nothing means here not only to give up property, as
far as one has some, but further still, to give up the proper, to
give up the proper name, to give up the self. With Spinoza, be

love in Commonwealth

this ritornello
resounds already at the end of Empire

outlined the future of communist militancy. I think the turm
terminology of your concluding paragraph, but St. Francis of

Hardt/Negri, Commonwealth,

Ibid.
Michael Hardt / Antonio Negri, Empire
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Instead of leaving love to the poets, you yourselves have
become such.

Hugs,
g.

Ibid.
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Marguerite Porete.
Comment ceste Ame est semblable
a la Deité

l’Ame qui

pour moy souvenir de lui il me donna ce livre

l’Amour,
pour vous
ay je fait ce livre
sequence, confusion of voices, many entrances into a book.
l’Ame

l’Amour,

their multiplicity in love.
escript
Marguerite Porete. Le Mirouer des Simples
Ames
attempts.
The fundamental literature on the Mirouer continues to be the monograph
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L’Ame, this one soul, continues to insist that she made or caused
individual authorship. It is the emprinse d’Amour

Amour m’a fait
par noblece / Ces vers de chançon trouver
While love is the master, maitresse of

Joye, qui l’a
muee en luy,
sea of nothingness, the soul had a name for a time, but having
sans nom, nameless, and she bears the name of the mutation,
muance,
Muer, from
mutare, muance as mutual transformation, becoming,
transmutation.
also circulates
anonymously. Written in the late thirteenth century, it spreads
over much of Europe, to the chagrin of the Catholic Church.

The Soul as

Mirouer
The Mirror of Simple Souls as
A Companion to Marguerite
Porete and
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destruction and accusations of heresy in the late Middle Ages
and early modern period.
and later also publish it.
The book, like its author and its readers, seems to evade identi

of its theoretical content, and through its unruly form. In this

ne trouve telle Ame qui l’appelle: ses ennemis n’ont plus d’elle res
ponse,

the conceptual reason for remaining anonymous goes beyond
the risks to the unruly, truthspeaking mystic and her readers:

ponent of dividual authorship.
Dividual thinking of love goes beyond reason. L’Entendement
d’Amour is not simply an ideology that opposes the content of
Raison
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Raison

Amour

the same level,

striating and streaking thought. Insistent technique of striating
gument, pass through it, drift beyond it. While subverting pat
Raison strea
mutacion de
mon entendement
soul.
me ouvrit son livre

Amour

ning of many books. That the book is opened, that love opens
Car ce livre est de telle
condicion, que si toust que Amour l’ouvre, l’Ame scet tout, et si a tout, et
si est toute oeuvre de parfection en elle emplie par l’ouverture de ce livre.

from the beginning, at the ouverture, is
oeuvre.
The overture is at the same time the completion of the œuvre.

Varieties of
Religious Experience,
The Passion according to G.H.
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space. Dividual thinking gives his_her book to a soul.

component of dividual thought. Ainsi m’a Droit, par droit, rendu
le mien, et monstré nuement que je ne suis mie; et pource veult, par droit,
que je ne m’aye mie; ce droit est escript en my le milieu du livre de vie.

milieu, in the never quite

Amour addresses the soul as pre
cieuse marguerite, and by this she probably does not mean some

marguerite, the unique voice of the simple soul is still there and
in the genitivus obiectivus/subiectivus of the souls becoming
nothing.
title of the book: Le mirouer des simples ames anienties et qui seule
ment demourent en vouloir et désir d’amour
The term mirouer, mirror, speculum initially
In the thirteenth chapter, a shorter title, Le mirouer des simples ames qui en vouloir et
en désir demourent
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High Middle Ages. The Mirouer

Most chapters are composed in dialogue form, as erudite con
Amour, Raison,
and Ame.

confrontational and increasingly asymmetrical. The disputation
Raison
mode, in the function of insisting on classical argumentation
and proper proof, and less frequently also pointing out suppo
sed contradictions, paroles contraires
les
communes gens
by the deviant positions of love. But at no point does incompre
hension and horror turn into rebellion.
hough it simulates the form of scholastic disputation, it is on
77
a stream of

77
The Heresy of the Free Spirit

Jan van Ruusbroec. The Sources,
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discourse that sometimes seems to run in circles,78 then again

petitions, detours, and reroutings. Conceptual neologisms and
79
confusions of content, changes

limitation of the seemingly delimited material quickly collapses
In the Mirouer, theological scholarly discourse and scholastic

Content and Sequels of his Mysticism

study

78
Mir
ouer does

79

Mirouer is highly in

French for more or less free citations.
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ves, internal references, songs, hymns, prayers appear in irregu

concise points.

reason fails and the realms of Raison are fully left behind, density,

of the Mirouer in
Beguines dient que je erre
other passages suggest them as recipients. Entre vous, dames, a

Mirouer is a canzone, the be

In strict contrast to the Vita Wilbirgis, the Mirouer does not contain any revela

Sensible Ecstasy,
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qui Dieu a ceste vie de sa bonté divine habondanment donnee sans nul
retour, et non mye ceste vie seulement que nous disons, mais encore celluy
avec ceste, dont oncques ne parla homs, vous recognoistrez en ce livre
vostre usage.

usage
When the genitive in the title is read as obiectivus, mirroring

all souls.
So does the common lignage
here is not a royal one, not a princely one, not a court delimi
it does not go from one individual to another, it runs through
the courtly and its rituals, this court forms a revolutionary line

freer, supremely free, unsurpassably free, at the root, at the
franche, mais plus franche, mais tres franche, mais surmontamment
franche, et de plante et de stocs et de toutes ses branches, et de tous le
fruiz de ses branches

novelties. They have interpreted in the vernacular the mysteries of the Scriptures,
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less and endless and therefore free lignage
it to leap, to cross, to pass through all parts until the plane of

genitivus subiectivus, then the souls becoming nothing are not
Then also is the mirouer as a product to be attributed to the
unruly multitude and dividual multiplicity that the transversal

The prologue of the Mirouer has at its center a parable from
exemple de l’amour du
monde. It serves not only as a model for the loving soul, but
also as an insight into the production process of the book itself.

And she desired and loved him because of his great fame and

she had a picture painted that represented the semblance of the
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amor de lonh in the eleventh centu
ry via Arabic AlAndalus.
Alexander Romance

about the simultaneity of separation and rapprochement, the

Et quant elle vit que ceste amour loingtaigne, qui luy estoit si pro
uchaine ou dedans d’elle, estoit si loing dehors, elle se pensa que elle

dre ung ymage qui representait la semblance du roy, qu’elle amoit,
au plus pres qu’elle peut de la presentacion dont elle l’amoit et en
ceste ymage avec ses autres usages songa le roy mesmes.
daughter imagine her royal lover. It is enough for her to use
usages, and among
usages primarily as meditation
and prayer practices of revelatory mysticism. Going beyond this, I believe that
the usages of the Mirouer are
everyday practices, conducts that, according to a concise passage at the end of the
usage de vie
usages are to be found in the book itself, then these practices can be seen to con
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them above all the play of imagination and image. Imagination
starts from the semblance of the king, an appearance that is
similar to him, related to him, that bears his features, but is
actually entirely imagined, envisioned, simulated. Imagination,
vision, simulacrum: semblance is not about discovering simila
rity, but inventing it. This invented semblance is to be represen
ted in painting. The painterly representation should come as
secondary invention, too, is not about identicality, but about a
Resembling the dissimilarity of the semblance, the image in
vented by imagination itself gives enough material to imagine
the distant king. No longer is only man created ad imaginem et
similitudinem Dei, no longer does only the soul become similar
ceste Ame soit semblable a la Deité,
himself is imagined, or rather becomes similar. Where there is
is simulated, similarity is invented.
Mirouer

sist more in the idiosyncratic discourse of love and soul than in meditation, and

Mirouer, and it shall continue to dazzle here.
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The repetition and transmission of the parable remains faithful
to the courtly vocabulary of the source material, but places the

oit parler
the grant courtoisie and noblece of the king, the circumstance of
the distance by a form of resembling.
mais si loing es toit de moy et moy de luy, que je ne savoie pran
dre confort de moy mesmes, et pour moy souvenir de lui il me
donna ce livre qui represente en aucuns usages l’amour de lui
mesmes.

Souvenir takes on a double meaning, on the one hand still re
subvenire

gift of the distant is a support for the soul, but the second com

ber, to actualize something she has never seen. Here, too, the
king maintains distance, remains unseen, but instead of unilate

rouer,
112
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Courtoisie
and noblesse
friend, amy, and soul, ame, as precious friend, amye precieuse. The

l’amour amiable de l’amant en l’aymee; laquelle ayme re
garde de l’amour amiable tousdis son amant
bridal mystical discourse, the soul also bears the name espouse
de paix
espoux, frees the
bride not only from the hand of the father and the servaige of
l’espoux afranchisse l’espouse

velops for this is le Loingprés
he is gentile
ame/amye his noble don

tres doulx
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tant esloignee de vous amer et cognoistre
et louer.
parce y est pres la paix de ce Loingprés,
plus pres du Loingprés,
mon proesme

son plus proesme,

mountain top of the mountain, the mountain of the mountain
Car elle se siet ou fons de la
vallee, dont elle voit le mont de la montaigne, dont elle voit la montai
gne de mont. Nul entredeux ne se peut la embatre
seat in the deep valley, the soul sees mountain and mountain top
at the same time, dividual multiplicity and eventful singularity.
Although her distance is the farthest possible, the soul needs
no entredeux
him and me at the same time. That is, him at the very top and

there is nothing to prevent her from seeing, and then she sees

avec son amant
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mity. The raptus appears in the Mirouer in the
ravissable
ravissable is
used to denote the opening, the brightness, the elevation, the
emanation that accompany the event of raptus.
The verb ravir
to and fro, ravie, and if there is an agent in this tearing, it is love
This dis
placement of raptus
gender relations. In the courtly mystical setting of the Mirouer,
raptus
Ravissable are opening and closing, rapturer and rap
rampant center of mutation: Le sourhaulcement ravissable qui me
sourprent et joinct au milieu de la mouelle de Divine Amour.
the milieu of divine love.

Car
c’est une ouverture a maniere de esclar et de hastive closure, ou l’en ne
peut longuement demourer

.
transiency, in James, Varieties of
Religious Experience
Esclar here is not so much striking lightning, but rather
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prolonged persistence. Barely opened, it closes to become dis
tance again. Dissimilarity accelerated into similarity becomes

l’ouverture du doulx mouvement de gloire, que le gentil Loing
prés donne
amy and
amye, espoux and espouse, the relational forms are transformed in
87
For all the asymme
is said: en compaignie d’amy et d’amye n’avoit point de seigneurie
The concept of doulceur often appears at the end of chapters,
sentement de doulceur d’oraison
la doulceur du desduit de son amour, qui sourprent l’Ame,
si tost qu’elle s’aprouche d’elle,
rhyming form as a characteristic of a praised land: ouquel pays,
courtoisie est loy, et amour mesure, et bonté pasture; la doulceur m’en
trait, la beaulté m’en plaist, la bonté m’en paist

Doulce
But doulce
fact that lightning and gathering in the Mirouer do not appear

87

As Theresia Heimerl points out, the Mirouer

Porete und Mechthild von Magdeburg,
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dress as doulce Amour and doulce Ame begins, and thus also the
Amour
Ceste Ame, dit Amour, est dame des
Mirouer are to a
88

mostly addressed as female. It is primarily dames
hear the book.
der of Amour in Middle French, because through it divinity is
89

Amour even assumes the function of the bridegroom. The chap

Entirely in the courtly tone of the farnear, love speaks of the

the farnear is determined by distance, that of love and soul de

88
89
is on the absolute unity of the Trinity in its source. When this union is achieved
masculine Farnearness represents the divine in its separateness from the soul, God
Trinité
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the end of the book Amour directly calls the soul friend, amye

The “small church” and its reason
The church fought the Mirouer and its author throughout her
life, and it cannot be emphasized enough that in the case of

modesty of the resonance found by her conceptually inventive
courses.

by chance that Marguerite is called a

in the trial

Acute Melancholia and Other
Essays. Mysticism, History, and the Study of Religion,
This ignorance in the philosophical canons stands in stark contrast to the rapid

A Companion to Marguerite
Porete
Acute Melancholia,
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principle perceived as a version of the male dominant, the
such deviance. The author of the Mirouer must be simulating
space that cannot be grasped by ecclesiastical authority. This

of attribution that the unruliness of this queer mysticism co
mes to light: by marking Marguerite as
against the
practices of becoming, of farnearness, of queer resemblance
that are generally at stake in the Mirouer.
After the Mirouer

Mi
rouer

Making
Sex: Body and Gender From the Greeks to Freud,

Acute Melancholia,
The Heresy
of the Free Spirit
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the Mirouer
spiritum

.
discretio
raptus could be interpreted as

designed to attack the principle of mediation, the dominance of
Scripture, and the institutional monopoly of the Church.
Il n’a nul moyen entre elles et la Deité

Mirouer about

Mirouer
Elle ne vie
ult plus chose qui viengne par moyen.
highest of the nine angelic choirs, the seraphim, the soul comes
C’est le propre estre des
Seraphins: il n’y a nul moyen entre leur amour et l’amour divine. Ilz ont
tousjours nouvelle sans moyen, et aussi a ceste Ame, car elle ne quiert pas
la science divine entre les maistres de ce siecle

should neither the soul of the Mirouer desire the teaching of
Comment il y a grant
d’amy a amye!
and the unmediated gift of the amy to the amye
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do not need sacraments, mass or sermon, nor fasting or prayer
ne messe ne sermon, ne jeune ne oraison
and in her name Raison, has determined all this to be desirable
But love keeps on insisting that the soul has no need of sacra

Amour
Saincte Eglise la Petite,
Saincte
Eglise la Grant,
institution, the state apparatus that only appears to be strong
and great, a church that sticks to the doctrine of reason in ever
Mirouer, this church
is small and subordinate to the souls
Amour
longer the small church and its teachers, but divine escole, a bouce
close, que sens humain ne peut mectre en parole,

church, its reason and its virtues reach their limits.
La Saincte Eglise la Grant,
is the church of free souls.
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dividual, molecular shape of souls becoming nothing. Great is

called Holy Church, for they sustain, teach, and nourish the
Mirouer is the
abstract machine, dispersing, spreading and emanating imma
place and becoming viral at the same time.
With this molecular conception of church, Marguerite does
not simply take an antiinstitutional position, but concretely
takes a stand against the molar church and its moral and epis
temological apparatuses. To stand against these structures, as

crete structures.97

to be read concretely about it in the Mirouer, the potentiality
evident: Telles gens, dit Amour, gouverneroient ung pays, se il en estoit
besoing, et tout sans elles.
The molar church arouses the disobedience of free souls not
only as an institutional form and state apparatus, but also
les Vertuz, are the
values of the molar church, governmental organs of machinic

97
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Walker Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption
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that merge into songs at the beginning and end of the book.
love prefaces it by stating that the soul has stood at the service
of the virtues for a long time, for too many days: Ceste Ame, dit
Amour mesmes, peut dire aux Vertuz qu’elle a esté par long temps et par
mainte journee en leur servage.
Voustre service est troup coustant
J’avoie en vous tout mon cueur mis, bien le sçay / Done je verscu ung
paine enduree / Merveilles est quant nullement en suis vive eschappee.
ently described as unilateral slavery, but also as service from the
Je mis ung temps
mon cueur en vous, sans nulle dessevree / Vous savez que je estoie a vous
trestoute habandonnee; / Je estoie adonc serve de vous
sion that makes possible the government of souls, not only as
vertical form of institutional hierarchy, but also as horizontal
concatenation through the virtues as moral machines and the
This life of the soul in servitude and subservience returns as a

Si beste estoie / Ou
temps que les servoie
de leur petit service
tue, and so both songs become hymns to discharging the virtues.
release from servitude. De voz dangers partie sui, ou je esté en maint
ennuy / Onques mais franche ne fui, fors de vous dessevree / Partie suis
de voz dangers, en paix suis demouree
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les Vertuz servent a elles sans nul con
tredit et sans travail de telles Ames.
Mais
ainçoys les Virtuz font tout ce que telles Ames veullent, sans danger et
sans contredit, car telles Ames sont leurs maistresses.

this reversal of machinic subservience. Rather, it is a learning

Mirouer
turns occur as transformations, mutations, transitions.
Serves
obedience to Raison and the other virtues. It is reason that, as
long as being the teacher of the souls, teaches them to obey
Raison of
the Mirouer
overcoded by the state apparatus of the small church, it begins
lizes, indoctrinates, domesticates through fear, rule, and ordi

surmonter Raison
non fais sauve leur Raison
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Reason is the third protagonist in the format of the dialogue,

of logic, and at times also the hidden aggression. It thus be
disputation and its formalized rituals are critically ironized. But

98

Whi
le love remains undisputed authority, there is a glimpse of this

gardez que vous ne cheez en errour
errour, and Raison
Or prouvez, dame Ame, dit Raison, ce que
vous dictes
and insults her as ennuyeuse, boring. Raison
rude
borgne
n’entend que le gros et laisse la sub
tilité
dividual thinking of love, l’entendement d’amour, and the forms of
understanding propagated by love and soul.99 Because of Raison’s
limitations, Amour feels compelled to repeat, albeit increasingly
98

Acute Melancholia,

99

Varieties of
Religious Experience,
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impatiently, the most important aspects of her discourse. Comme
je vous ay dit devant, et encores le vous dis je, que tous les maistres de
sens de nature, ne tous les maistres d’escripture, ne tous ceulx qui demo
urent en amour de l’obedience des Vertuz, ne l’entendent et ne l’entendront,
already told you, I say it again: all the teachers of nature, all the

fully, understands nothing. The dullness of reason goes so far as
have already put this book to shame and made it rot, for many

ques. In this respect, Amour is an early master of deconstruc

distincte et declaire
doubles mots
motz couvers
entendement trop base

les
debtes tournees
servaige of
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thus promises to serve the soul: je serve du tout a elle, comme sa

submission to the soul, it still remains skeptical about intelligibi

peuple que j’ay gou
verner, qui ne verra plus en ceste Ame, nulle ordonnance en ces usages et

Discrecion and Raison
Amour and Ame,
sely the doctrine of Raison
tres petite gent
according to the advice of reason become as small as the small

because of their cloddish manner must instead deny and hide
Rai
son no longer understand anything but the language of a reason
raison sans raison
reason does not teach them.
se dont Raison ne soit maistresse

Raison
Or est
127
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morte Raison

A sea of love
The Mirouer
Rai
son
make clear the lack of thinking that oppresses institutionalized

in the epistemic ordinance of its reason. Instead of Raison’s or
of thinking. Suspending reason, immersing in love, in another
form of thinking and understanding.
Qui quiert ce qui’l a, c’est faulte de cognoissance ; il n’a l’art qui donne
telle science.
What is this art that
C’est ung engin soubtil dont entendement naist,
qui donne cognoissance en Ame.
gine, a machine, and in this machine a thinking arises that gives

machine, engin and ingenium
thinking that transcends reason. Its faculty lies in the easeful
repose of understanding and hearing rather than in the labor of
reasoning speech: l’entendant se repouse, et le parlant laboure.
ysnel,
statement to the receiver and its mechanics of mediation and
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intellect of love.

Mirouer

divine amour, non mye, dit Amour, par atainte de divine cognois
sance, car ce ne peut estre que nul entendement, tant soit enluminé,

aournemens de celle oultre paix, en laquelle elle vit, et dure, et est,
et fut, et sera sans estre. Car tout ainsy, dit Amour, comme le fer
est vestu du feu, et a la semblance perdue de luy, pource que le feu
est plus fort qui l’a muee en luy tout aussi est ceste Ame vestue
de ce plus, et nourrie et muee en ce plus, pour l’amour de ce plus.

of god, cognitive enlightenment may try as hard as they can,
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of love, but because she has attained his love that transcends

itself, this soul is enveloped by this more and nourishes herself

The soul folds into her enfolding, she unfolds into a more of love,
mutates into it. She becomes similar to the more and thereby
plus, the mystical

it, increases it.

Varieties of Reli
gious Experience
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everything, increased and increasing potential.
In the second image, the immeasurable more becomes the sea.
The soul is transformed into this more and at the same time can
se demoure et est muee en ce plus
de oultre parmanable paix, sans ce que on la trouve,
into the sea of love, she becomes imperceptible, loses her indi
vidual character, leaves her name:
Ainsi comme feroit une eaue qui vient de la mer, qui a aucun nom,
comme l’en pourroit dire Aise, ou Sene, ou une aultre riviere ; et
quant celle eaue ou riviere rentre en mer, elle pert son cours et le
nom d’elle, dont elle couroit en plusieurs pays en faisant son œuvre.
Or est elle en mer, la ou elle se repouse, et ainsi a perdu tel labour.
Pareillement est il de ceste Ame.

sea not only the proper name is lost, but also the possibility
of locating, naming, and attributing individuals. The name of

vidual desire, a vouloir et désir d’amour as in the title of Mirouer,
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Elle est toujours en plaine souf
soy mouvoir de son dedans et sans son œuvre de par dehors

unds, she orbits, as surround, circle, environment, subground,
less abyss
tus, cares for and holds open becoming, multitude, multiplicity.

all the drops, a single clamour of Being for all beings: on condi
tion that each being, each drop and each voice has reached the
and disguises them and, in turning upon its mobile cusp, causes

Mirouer: Charité est si saige
marchande, qu’elle gaigne partout, la ou les autres perdent, et se eschappe
In the Mirouer, the soul is above all in spaces of abyss, depth, groundless ground:
abysme abysmee sans fons, la se trouve elle, sans trouver et sans fons
fons de bas, la
ou il n’a point de fons,
abysme dessoubs moins que nient sans mesure
gront
afgront
, and grondeloesheit

James, Varieties of Religious Experience
Deleuze,
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des lyens ou les autres se lient, et ainsi elle a grant multipliance de ce
qui plaist a Amour.

Mirouer in
as Amour
lect, and as Charité, mutual care. In the second chapter, Amour

la perfection de vie et l’estre de paix, ouquel creature
peut venir par la vertu de parfaicte charité,
Charité
n’obbeist a chose creee fors que a Amour,
all sides, common, commune: Elle est commune a tous par largesse de
pure charité, et si ne demande nient de nully par la noblesse de la courtoi
care, and through the noble decency of pure kindness she de
Amour, brings
to the soul her singularity, and care, charité, promises multipli
city and commonality. Et elle est commune a tous par la largesse de
parfaicte charité, et seule en Dieu par la divine emprise de Fine Amour.

When shaped by love and care, souls are at once singular and
seules en toutes choses, et comunes en toutes
choses,
Charité
ded from individual to individual. Charité does not get entan
manifold communality of Charité, all that is proper in the sense
133
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of possession becomes problematic. Charité n’a point de propre, et
pouse qu’elle ait aucune chose, si ne dit elle point qu’il soy a luy.

appropriating things, the Mirouer is about prendre and user, ta
king and using. Telles Ames usent de toutes choses faictes et creees, dont
Nature a besoing, en autelle paix de cueur, comme elles font de la terre sur
quoy elles marchent.

abusing them or depriving others of them. Usage, in this econo
mic sense, is also a use that does not resort to the legal title of
se repose du moins ou plus, mais elle <se> sert de toutes choses.

commune as traversing emanation of care, this is all key to Mirou
er
For the souls becoming nothing, fran
chise
but dividual liberation from the self, from the proper name, and
from property. This concept of liberation also informs beco
Mirouer. As souls gain
that is proper. Vous n’avez que tarder a relenquir vous mesmes, car nul
ne peut reposer ou haultiesme reposable, se il n’est devant lassez.

With the abandonment of the proper name and the self, the
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Elle n’est nulle part
d’elle, ne en Dieu ne en elle, ne en ses proesmes, mais en l’anientissement.

Elle n’a rien vuide en elle, qui tout ne soit rempli de moy.

and the more.
Mirouer, it seems

Speculum
Gravity
and Grace,
. Poetry, Essays, Opera,

Sometimes it appears that the modes of being are simultaneous, sometimes even
raptus
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herself fall, further and further. She sinks from virtue into love,
. No ladder of success, no lad
der of heaven, no narrative of ascent, no steps of increasingly
ry role. Fall, descent, let fall to the ground, sink deep into the
valley of the soul, into the abyss: Or est ceste Ame cheue d’amour
en nient, sans lequel nient elle ne peut toute estre. Laquelle cheue est si
parfont cheue, se elle est adroit cheue, que l’Ame ne se peut de telle abys
me relever; et aussi faire ne le doit, ainçoys y doit elle demourer.
nothingness she cannot be everything. This fall is such a deep
fall that the soul cannot rise from such an abyss. Nor must she,
into nothingness, the fall of the soul is such a perfect fall that
the soul cannot, and need not, rise up from that abyss.
As in the Mirouer in
an apparently logical ordering and categorical manner that the

estres, but they are presen
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les perriz
at least glimpse that there is a better mode of being. It is then
les Marriz

most elaborate passages, there is talk of seven stages leading to
sept estaz sans comparaison in Chap

beyond pleasure and honor. In the third stage, she separates

The Faith of the Faithless. Experiments in Political Theology,
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Ritornello 16, 1940/1992.

Nach Mitternacht
Vom Neuanfang

Auf Sehers Macht
Und die Stimmen

Trunken nüchtern
Bierdosen rolln vorbei
Viel Wind hinein
Vergiss
Die Fügung in ein Eines
Soll eine Fuge sein
So kommt der Wind herein
Wir fragten nach Zeichen

Hochzeiten verbrannt
Doch das Bild der Vergangenheit
Hat keinen Bestand
Es huscht vorbei
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Ungefügige Türen
Im Wind im Wind
Das himmlische Kind
Die Zeit steht ein
Und aus der Reih
Viel Wind hinein
Vergiss
Die Fügung in ein Eines
Solln viele Fugen sein
So kommt der Wind herein
Füg die Teile zusammen
Und es macht sie nicht ganz
Blas ihnen den Marsch
Alle liebenden Herzen Erscheinen zum Tanz
Und sie ziehn vorbei.
Viel Wind hinein
Vergiss
Die Fügung in ein Eines
Soll eine Fuge sein
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Dissemblage of the free souls

pour actaindre son estre.

explicit,

Mirouer comes to an end
aucuns regars,

ex
plicit
and descendants:
Il advient bien aucunes foiz que on ne trouverait mie en ung roy
aulme deux creatures qui fussent d’ung esperit, mais quant il ad
vient d’aventure que ces deux creatures trouvent l’une l’aultre, ilz
se ouvrent l’une a l’aultre, et ne se pevent celer, et se ilz le voulaient
ores faire si ne pourraient ilz, pour la condicion des esperiz et des
complexions, et pour l’usage de vie, la ou ilz sont appellez, vu
eillent ou non. Telles gens ont grant besoing qu’ilz soient sur leur
garde, se ilz n’ont actaint le coron ou la parfection de franchise.
Et pource vous dis je, pour conclusion, se Dieu vous a donnee
haulte creacion et excellente lumiere et singuliere amour, compro
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d’ung esperit
talk about the relationship of soul and farnear, creature and

usage de vie

tures, it is key to this concluding passage, and it points not least
Mirouer.
These alternative usages de vie

dom, but, to suggest a possible interpretation of their risk, they

to these dangers, the Mirouer arrives in the end at a concrete

comprolissez et mul
. The Mirouer
should open up to each other and multiply and proliferate.
Mirouer
need the Mirouer
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The nascent composition of the molecular mutation invoked
Mirouer can only be vaguely deduced
from the Mirouer itself and other contemporary sources. It is

historians have gathered a number of things from the lists of

thirteenth century, suspicion, institutional persecution, and in

is not simply a blind distortion of their meaning. It is also an
The

And

Penser au Moyen Age Denken im Mittelalter, trans

its latent logic
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in the same documents names for these dissemblages and their
mutations appear, too: Before the turn of the century, there is

like animals, and far removed from the teaching of the apostoles
and prophets and the truth of the Gospel. They call it the spirit

Cum de
quibusdam mulieribus, the

1600,
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about the highest Trinity and the divine essence and in respect
to the articles of faith and the sacraments of the Church spread

obedience to anyone, do not renounce their goods, and do not

ad nostrum

obedience nor obliged to any percepts of the church, because,
It should not be left entirely to the organs of inquisition and
Mirouer an abstract machine.

The Heresy of the Free Spirit
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machines and social machines oscillate in time and space,
giving the mutation a genealogical rhythm and an actual inten
from later times and around names like Jan Hus, Joan of Arc or
Thomas Müntzer do denser narratives of molecular movements
reach us.
of the Mirouer is no longer about the becoming one of the hu

themselves to one another precisely because of their deviant
the emanation, the proliferation, the multiplication of the dis

from the thirteenth to the fourteenth century from the perspective of the history

this genealogical line also addresses an interesting aspect of the development of

eage from the oscillation of dissemblages.

The Pursuit of the Millennium. Even if his choice

of the various heretical movements of the High Middle Ages poses their diversity
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.
It is a necessarily secret society that meets there, but this se
It is a
sophisticated social machine that is not equally understanda
ble and accessible to all, but that does not necessarily make it
elitist.
committee in a remote rural commune, but mainly because of
sect nor homogeneous organization, the vapors of Beghards,
in their beliefs and organization.

there is
no king, no dominion and no empire, rather it is an abstract
Mirouer
machine and social machines like the Beguines, concatenating
The Mirouer
immanent reading of its mysticism leads to a conception of mo
lecular mutation that braces the plane of immanence of love, in

dividual thinking, in the becoming of an unruly composition,

The Heresy of the Free Spirit
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The assembly of mutants is a virtual assemblage. Their disorde
Mirouer
Mirouer, its name for the
Soul assemblages, soul clans, soul kinships, soul mates rather
franchise
ous forms in the Mirouer.
usages
rather than estres or estats, for they are not universal modes of

mingling.
First Usage.
Franchise
churches. Raison
son on the one hand and that of love on the other: vous avez deux
loys, c’est assavoir la vostre et la nostre
apply on the plane of immanence of the free souls. Their beco

does not conform to the prescriptions and models of the small
The life of the spirit is of little importance in the Mirouer: Par le contraire de l’Ame
Enfranchie, la vie dont nous avons parlé, que nous appellons vie d’esperit, ne peut avoir paix

Mirouer
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church. Telle Ame, dit Amour, est en la plus grant parfection de l’estre,
et plus pres du Loingprés, quant Saincte Eglise ne prent point d’exemple
en sa vie.
of being and closer to the farnear, if the Holy Church does not
Second Usage.
possession. Or y a il une autre vie, que nous appelions paix de charité
en vie adnientie.
my of care consists in the caring use of things, not in their ap
propriation and full and permanent disposability, it consists in

of mutual care.
Third Usage.
of the Christian vita activa, liberation from machinic subser
obedience, all fear. Maintenant je vous diray qui c’est, qui se siet en
la montaigne dessus les vens et les pluies. Ce sont ceulx qui n’ont en terre
ne honte ne honnour ne crainte pour chose qui adviengne. Telles gens, dit
Amour, sont segurs, et si sont leurs portes ouvertes, et si ne les peut nul gre

to them. Such people, says love, are safe, and their doors are
Fourth Usage.
En
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tel estat a appercevances et meditacions, car c’est l’estre de contemplacion,
qui retient avec elle Pensee en son ayde.

tation of dividual thinking that roams, traverses, and multiplies
the souls for the invention of the transversal intellect of love.
Fifth Usage.
The franchise of the Mirouer
liberation from the

vouloir et désir d’amour as in the title of Mirouer. Dividual multi

becoming institutionally manifest, as a dissemblage, dispersed,
dividual, molecular shape of the souls becoming nothing.
Sixth Usage.
Et le siziesme est glorieux,
l’ouverture du doulx mouvement de gloi
re, que le gentil Loingprés donne

Saincte Eglise la Grant, dividual multiplicity, becomes ekklesia, the
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SUBSISTENCE, SUBSISTENTIAL ECONOMY, ECOLOGY OF CARE.

Subsistence, subsistential economy,
ecology of care.

supplying leads to closure, disconnection, all kinds of localisms,

remain in the foreground, and in all authenticism a movement
into the abstract occurs, abstracting the territory from its sur
round, until the bracing component of subsistence only yet appe
ars reduced to the reconnection of man to Mother Earth.

economy as an economy and ecology of care.

Taking up and

ta Malo proposes seven theses on a radical practice of care in the
plural. Cuidados, care in the plural, mutual care. No care about

their needs, to be ready and disposable to interpret them, grasp

Ecologies of
Care,
transversal
salvini/en.
Marta Malo, Estamos para nosotras. Siete tesis por una práctica radical de los cuidados,
from this pamphlet. My translation.
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in the plural implies placing the multiplicity of care relations
at the center of economic considerations and adding to them
an adequate social organization. The cuidados are capacities, po
tencia

out dividual desire. Subsistential care in the plural, on the other

Care, from this perspective, is much more social production

from the directly patriarchal to the legislative, but especially

mandate, against all those incarnations of the fact that things

by this violence. And at the same time, in machinic capitalism,
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munities, subsistence means to be traversed by the doubly di
vidual lines that move through things, bodies, ghosts, through
space and time. Subsistence is not a divine substance, not the
one ground of everything, nor does it underlie its accidences. A
id quod est
id quo est

the Amazon shipment, from the logistics center and its peculiar
moving and subsisting on trucks, planes, and bicycles, on the

dicates that the subsisting has reached her neighborhood, and

Third Policeman, as the book approaches
her. Machinic concatenation of subsistence and subsisting. The
reader pursues subsistence, controls subsistence, produces data
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too fast for the human components around it.
Orchestra of Minorities in his
subsistential territory, a chicken farm on the edge of southern

of the house.
The chi remains in the body of his host even if he moves out of
zations into other socialities, other architectures, other geogra
phies. Where something stands, something else must stand at
its side. Where something is, something is around it. Where so
mething subsists, its subsistence is at its side, in it, under it, and

cannot really protect the subsisting from bale.

space. When he steps out from the still and quiet body of his
subsisting, all the noise, all the racket, all the din of the ghost
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te its permeability, keeps the sound of the ghosts outside. As
long as the chi remains in the subsisting body, he does not hear

cially at night. He soon gets used to it, and still he never leaves
the subsisting host for long, lest he does something stupid in
the loneliness of his imagined individuality.
And the chi can trace a dividual lineage back to the time span of

bodies. He travels through a time that is not divine, but one ele

ce of past subsistence that remains disposable to the subsisting
from the past. The chi cannot see into the future, for the future

sisting cockroach. The territory of the cockroach seems to be
a room. The room is not completely regular in its angles, does
deforming territory deterritorialized by the heat of the sun

ckroach, on the other hand, the room is subsistential territory.
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The subsisting cockroach is archaic and present at the same

crevices open up. Sometimes it emerges through these ope
nings from the dark depths of the closet, stretches its britt
le feelers into the bright air, sensitive antennae, and moves

black faceted eyes into the vastness of its subsistential territo
ry and sees it mutating, forming and deforming as it runs its li
at the same time. As the cockroach runs in all directions, the

the territory and the rooms, but in his little realm of dampness

of the room and out from them, subsistence that permeates
and surrounds the subsisting.
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Ritornello 17, 1975 a.o.
Before and before the law

holds, bypass its gates, its overseers, its gatekeepers

into daylight and into our dreams. Wherever it appears,
it anticipates me, and little Walter too. We see it out, but

does nothing to us, looking up at us invisibly, farnear soul
the country.

becoming deaf before the gatekeeper begins to roar, becoming
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distance from strictly guarded gates.
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Capitalism and cipher

talism, machinic dividuality becomes manifest, passing through
very interested in their individuality. A process of division and

sed to get rid of its subsisting, the abstract machine is supposed

In its increasingly authoritarian variety that is occurring in the
most diverse geographies, dividual machinic capitalism de
mands general mobilizability as a kind of voluntary mobility,

ble levels. In technological terms, this is achieved through the
cking and accumulating location data, individuals are not only

, social machi
nes mutate into paranoid machines. Here, disposability implies
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a combination of immobility and mobilization, forced reterri
torialization and subservient deterritorialization, of selves and
of obedience, subservient attitudes, gradients of machinic dis

regime of disposability.

We are go

Franz Kafka, “The Problem of Our Laws”
Michael Hofmann, in: London Review of Books
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of ourselves. Kafka has seen it: along their paths our data are

of machinic capitalism operate, like ubiquitous dictating ma
not in a transcendent kingdom of God or from the pulpit of

see the concise meaning of a time that is by no means out of

Ibid.
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yet or no longer arise.
require

Hofmann, in: Metamorphosis and Other Stories

Specters of
Mourning and the New International
Essays Critical and Clinical

cardo

depend on movement. It ceases to be cardinal and becomes ordinal, the order of

defers the judgement of the law. When time

culture to the algorithmic prediction of stock prices and everyday pandemic fore

book Knowledge LTD

the future, in practice they operate in the moment of their available data streams.
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trol mechanisms are inseparable variations, forming a system of
In the
numerical
are no longer proper molds, they become gaseous. All that is

bind the future to the present through a range of contractual opportunities and to
make all manner of capital across disparate spheres of place, sector, and character

Specters of Marx

The
maintaining now

it has as much right to our attention as the linear time that makes our present
disposable by pretending to herald our future.
Ocotber
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solid melts into air, the pithy description of the bourgeois revolu
tion and its combination of mobility and insecurity in the Com
that entrepreneurially traverses
other materials, undulating, reassembling its parts on dividual

sed by the gas.

ber, but a code: the code is a password,
the disciplinary societies are regulated by watchwords
The numerical language of control is made of codes that mark
di
It is not
viduals,’
banks.
substantive that leaves this passage opaque: the individuals of
control become dividual, and the masses become databases. But

The key lies, as so often, in questions of translation.

ters their position in a mass. For disciplinary regimes, there is

Ibid.
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the other. Omnes et singulatim is the Christian pastoral battle cry
operates through individualization as the ordering formation of
as a totality. Disciplinary societies are governed by mots d’ordre,
A Thousand
Plateaus on the

le mot d’ordre, ordering
Thus the mot d’ordre should by no means
be understood simply in everyday language terms as a slogan, as

them to order, and puts them in their place, arrangement in the
disciplinary regime is not simply communication or information.

into a certain, initially deeply hierarchical order.

foucault.info.

https://foucault.info/documents/foucault.omnesEtSingulatim.en/.
foucault.info. https://foucault.info/docu

A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia.

Ibid.
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Aristotelian and Neoplatonic logic and medieval scholasticism.

the cardinal number counts the quantity, the ordinal number
indicates a certain position in the regular assemblage of rela
tions of this quantity.

zones of metaphysics and logic. In the nomadological plateau of
a A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari refer to this very dis

being as a statistical element actually belongs to numbering and
measuring on the part of the state and disciplinary regimes and
nomadic organization. Number already plays a crucial role in the
state apparatus of discipline, but as a numbered number, a number
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numbering
number corresponds to an arithmetic organization of algorithms.

Baghdad in the ninth century and translated from Arabic into

of moving: it is the number itself that moves through smooth
No measurement of given territories, the numbering

in a constant movement of deterritorialization and reterritoria
lization. The arithmetic of the numbering number is tactless,
disharmonious, rhythmic, and directional, mobile occupant,
And A Thousand Plateaus

numbered and the numbering number to the cipher, to the nom
From the perspective of the control regime, the dis
to have no need to identify individuals, to register their position
in a mass by a number. In the place of signature and number, a

Ibid.
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French original. The German translation takes for the French
re
too loosely: here

becomes code.

The cipher is not a number in the sense of numbering, counting,
adding up countable units. It stands for dividually traversing
an innumerable multiplicity. Its components are heterogeneous

They are inseparable, but only in the sense that they can be tra
versed by and concatenated through dividual lines. Instead of
numbering and measuring properties, the cipher condenses, as
sembles, and composes the traversed, skimmed, dividual com
ponents. It has no location, no assigned place, no position to be

mot de passe. As a

In

chapter of
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relay, concatenation, and incision of technological and social
machines. And yet only ever one

case. The cipher of the control regime, as the central sentence

Whereas the relation of possessive individualism and
deindividuation is sold as a necessary opposition in the classical
doctrines of capitalism, the operation of totalizing disposability
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The smooth city

of governing the condensed many. Under the rule of the cipher,
tion, securitization, and machinic disposability. Across the city,
ravaged by urban development and competition, dividual algo

the city.
ceptible. All ruptures and touches, all insecurity, all vulnerability

to be smoothed until there is no more hold, only a slipping and

before and before security, around the smooth city.
The safe city must protect, guard, and secure its inmates against
these dangerous classes, contagious hordes, and epidemics.

ment of machinic disposability and subservience, through dis
ductivity and appropriation. The dividual cipher moves through
172
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pher rules urban space. The city functions not simply as a built

condensation, apartments, districts, neighborhoods are appro
the last resource, not least of privacy and housing, leads to the

states, enveloped by an infrastructural shell of plastic and
algorithmic data slime attacking the subsistence that is more

of the future city

Cartographies Schizoanalytiques
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Access

vidual map and the technologies that succeed it are not simply
controlled by an individual. Even if every individual thing carries

a plane of immance of urban spaces, algorithmically open circuits of banks and
Chaosmosis,

substitute for the bank clerk or the entire architecture and bureaucracy of a bank,
one can see above all the development of uncertainty and unpredictability in con

or intelligence agencies. Control regimes operate less through determinations,

body parts. Cf. also Guattari, Cartographies Schizoanalytiques , 88f. Here, too, he

numbers typed in, provided only that the card is in good condition and the ma
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its electronic collar in the form of an implanted chip, a barcode,
controlled is the mobility and relationships of the multitude,
large amounts of dividual, traversable data. It is an unbounded
nonetheless a modulation that dividually traverses individuals,

the gated community
a modulating gradation of unpredictable openings and closings.
Abandoned of all subsistence, the territory becomes a deterri
torialized reserve.

and machinic disposability. The grid digs striae into the city, ur
ban development smoothes its streaks. The city, formerly city

movement. The vertical gardens measure not only the humidity

to increase productivity.
dividual data collection on a totalizing level, micromanagement

Cf. Raimund Minichbauer, Facebook entkommen
7f.
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gods or ghosts, but for the capitalist machines fabricating data.
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Ritornello 18, 2018.
Dovesgullsdoves

monophonic, then louder and louder, polyphonic. They no lon
ger move sailing along the street canyons, reterritorializing and

rooftops. The chase itself takes place in silence and at top speed,

a cry of triumph, an invitation for the family to the feast. The
doves act as if nothing happened.
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birds, she says, and lets the gulls circle. She buys some cake at
the

The beach runner detours around a gull. She lies on her side,
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Territory and Care. Economy of Subsistence
There is still no reason for fear or hope, there is still urgency to
the same terrain of cipher and dividuality, turning disposabili

Its dividual
lines may be erratic, and yet they are capable of translating and
negotiating. Molecular revolution is based on the formation of

a diplomatic machine in the middle of the smooth city.

ning processes, delicately luring singularities into the territory
position of dissemblages and social machines. A dividual cipher,
a mobile, manifold, subsistential cipher disposing of the minor
ruses and pure means of negotiation.
For in the same compliant city, or under it and around it, there
Deleuze/Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus,
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mething that subsists and is resistant at the same time, reni
tent, insistent, persistent. Subsistential territories at all scales,
from the casually altered collective use of a park bench, to the

rhythm of the sociality of entire neighborhoods. Fred Moten
Black and
Blur

loving. More than a basic necessity, before and before the at
Before and before
the attraction is a dissemblage that escapes the city of attrac
tions and surrounds its enclosure, appropriation, valorization.
Before and before, a
around it.

Fred Moten, Black and Blur

Moten, Black and Blur
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ted discussions in the local bar, listening to, looking at, feeling

tomatocracia!
music that arises in Sin Futuro
of an assembly of thousands of things and in the middle of con
versation, because the guitar is right at hand: the smoky and
strong, deep female voice and the never quite right and yet vir
tuoso, high and soft male voice try to sing a song together, and
Red
emption Song.

logy of the environment and its things, an ecology of the social
machines and an ecology of the mentalities that inhabit it. The

out of the city, tourists in search of motives for street art photo
graphs, more or less bulging carts for daily shopping, gas tank

an open relationship, decides sometimes to live dangerously in
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Calle Victoria, the ghosts of the Inquisition and colonialism, the
ghosts of Francoism, more alive than dead, the ghosts of those
hborhoods in the time of the drug trade.

that let it out, let it go, release it. To be able to uncover somet

bracing of presents and pasts occur, and only one thing remains
irrelevant: the future. No future. Sin futuro.
El futuro está muy
futuro gris
future, colorful and shining like the musical Grease.

Logic of Sense,
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the beginning of sunset, or its middle, or its end. But even this

meeting, starts it, conducts it. There is no beginning of the
meeting, there is no end. To unlearn compulsive punctuality,

,

meets por la tarde, a la fresca,
from the garbage, and then another, sits together, curious to
calle
traction, becoming more and more and more.
Dividual lines through time and through space. There is a divi
dual line that gathers around the rumor of an imminent closure

Orchestra of Minorities,
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daring a little dance. And yet another line falls into the hands

only one could understand and speak Arabic. The Arabic ceme

have long since been silenced, among them the voices of victims
of the Inquisition or of the Desbandá, the Francoist massacre
along the road from Málaga to Almería in the Spanish Civil War.

in the heyday of the drug trade. To seize these echoes, to hear
these voices in the conversations and sounds of today, not to

more or less animate things that belong to no one.

some subsist in several subsistential territories at the same time.
time the tensions and frictions become part of the subsistential

time they speak all kinds of a minor Spanish that rubs against
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The subsistential territory means eternal negotiation of posses

machines and cranes sometimes occupy three construction
sites at once in the little barrio, and they saturate the soundsca

Monos. And the technecologies are occupied, too, sometimes
collapse.

of observation and planning, the siesta had been used to at

selves of assistance from professionals. But this time the tools

Technecologies,
conceptual environment and detailed feedback on early versions of this book, I
am very grateful to Kelly Mulvaney and Raimund Minichbauer.
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though there are no more building materials for sale, strange

looks for them in the street and informs them about the dila
Another group tries again that night, less professional, already
ner seems to be sleeping inside, in the construction site, and
that the police are already coming around the corner. A missed
the corner.
terra of the

tromba rains. And because the

of all kinds that streak the territory, ritornellos of the nomadic

unruly music, its lines through the barrio never the same but
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gression against something or someone in particular. What is
attractive is no longer in the eye of the beholder, the attraction
of the unattractive is not a matter of perception. It is a bracing

to the compliant and smooth city of attractions, and the dividu
al lines that attract the unattractive.
Where is the sub

the abyss.

Logic of Sense, and

tation no longer mean anything, and even the decomposition of individuality into

free nomadic singularities. Deeper than any other ground is the surface and the
and the transindividual and their temporal and spatial limitations. According to
ality and dividuality. Here, the dividual concerns both aspects, the multiplicity of
subsistings. In contrast to substance and accidences, the relation of subsistence

sistence is singular, too.
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both sides of the surface. Scratching, scraping, streaking the
beneath the surface. Beneath, yes, but suspending the relation

plies, the many

preserve it and care for it. Instead of a groundless ground, in
stead of an abyss, instead of an unground and underground,

king, touching, rubbing. Also hidden sometimes, behind so
mething, immediately around something.
is. The surround does not surround something, be it its identi

animals, ghosts, machines, things, and perhaps humans, insofar
as they do not deny the situatedness of their perspective, do

pulate it look at each other, care for each other, look around
and subsistential care, sometimes both at the same time, often a
188
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Subsistence here does not mean the reduction to a forced eco

a queer feminist economy of mutual care, its driving force is
the incomplete multiplicity of relations of care. In its militant

valorize it, above all politicize it and transform it into a lever of
For this, the minimal shift of the concept of ciudada
nía
ciudad
cuidadanía
cuidado
ciudadanía
cuidadanía
of bodies, practices, and desires in order to produce other forms
cuidadanía goes beyond mainte

opportunisms, it is necessary to create social bonds, to produce

is not undervalued and poorly paid, that is not made invisible,
Multiplicity of care

y economía

Democracy in the Political Present. A
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subsistential territory the economy of care means more than af
desire, and that caring sociality is produced and preserved in it,
and hope. To preserve the subsistential territory does not mean
to keep it the same forever, to conserve it, it means to care for
thing machines, to insist on their care, to make multiple care
also means caring usage, a use that does not consume and does
sense of usufruct, dispossessing and caring use of things, machi
nes, surrounds, but also, beyond any notion of satisfying needs,

Materiales de construcción de
190
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mundos

voices, singular encounters, streams of gestures, intense conver
sations in the midst of the hustle and bustle, above all the mu
tually intensifying sound of the united air conditioners. All too

tries to brace the subsistential territory so that all possession
may assume an aspect of occupation, a hue of poor possession,

and consubstantiality in Ulysses
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Ritornello 19, 2020.
In Praise of Technecology

As long as the cipher moves through the things and smoothes

out totalizing access to your last resources, access to machinic

not, make the city disposable or not. In this logic, the city beco
access, by the community of microfascist control coercion, by a

ren call or in the dystopian sound of doom, remains an attempt
to make the present governable and disposable via the future.

for construction and destruction emerge, and the materials for
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not oppose the machinic, it arises in the middle of machinic
ecology, mechanosphere, technecology.
In the inventiveness of social machines, struggles and move

mental, social, and environmental machines. It is not a question

material resources on the one hand, dividual desire production
ble for the molecular revolution.
and Instagram, to variations of the same old thing, to alignment
sound and sight. If the second option is to prevail, you need the

demarcation, and isolation, unfold technecologies that enfold
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and radically inclusive assemblages and apparatuses! And in the
midst of dividual multiplicity and technecological dissemblage,
reach for the clouds, occupy the abstract machines, socialize
the data space!
For your secret meetings, you need social time machines,

Kindred
relationships in the various versions of Blade Runner: sticky

corresponding across time. And if it is the nature of ghosts
not to become visible, then perhaps you need to prick up your

Berlin Chro
nicle, to the realm of the acoustic rather than the visual. A re
verberation from past lives, barely audible voices from a shif

an image, an impact, a knock, a noise, a roar, a rumbling that is
heard blazes its dividual line through time in the reverbera
tion. Déjà entendu.
beco
,
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dividuality is not accumulation and transit through giant data
bases, but revolutionary becoming minor in the dispersion and
bracing of a molecular revolution.
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MINOR VOICE, MOLECULAR REVOLUTION

Minor voice, molecular revolution
Transverse to ordinance and molarity, the minor voice resonates
in molecular registers. Nothing and no one conducts it, no one

Brittle in persistent voice break, fragile and yet unbroken. Voice
change, modulation, mutation.
The voice can remain minor, underage, immature, amidst all the

not. Many minor, dividual voices that can become more, beco
dispersed, around each other, in search of voice kinship, intima
cy, and assembly of minor voices.

rhythm and erratic intensity.
time, step by step, then that is precisely the problem, the trou
ble, the recurring pattern that brings harm. Grief and tragedy
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My country is full of lies

Desegregation
Mass participation

Do things gradually
Will bring more tragedy

Medgar Evers is shot in the back by a member of the White
tist Church in Birmingham, Alabama, a central rallying point

ley, Carole Robertson and Carol Denise McNair, four girls ele
ven to fourteen years of age. More and more tragedy, Mississippi
Goddam

mone notes en passant. The song overtakes itself, racing against

subliminal violence of democratic reformism. Mississippi God
dam
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the racist atrocities in Alabama, Tennessee, and Mississippi,
through the racist discourses and genealogies that accompany

the reform bills and legislative changes, lined daily by racist in

tion in the midst of the Civil Rights Movement, at moments
The problem is not so much a contradiction of violence and

form the opposition of destruction and construction into an
apposition,
for destruction.
tion as a foreseeable process. Gradation, linearity, and molarity

tragedy. The planned and graduated handling of steps to revolu

patience as discipline of the party soldier. The party leader in
Invisible Man voices the necessity of obedience

Moten,

: Minor Com
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the unorganizable, the impatient, the unconformable, those be
Molecular revolution needs the manifold simultaneity of speeds,

not emerge one after the other, but as an appositional and over
lapping quality of revolutionary machines. Revolutionary pa
tience needs revolutionary impatience, the simultaneous unti
Mississippi Goddam because of the curse,

se of the live versions of Go to Hell, another of her songs from

hell is already here. An im
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, lo
gisticality and hapticality, even and especially in the hold. Missis
sippi Goddam

Mississippi Goddam comes Keep on pushing. The

it reaches. Surrounded by the harmonies of the Impressions,

All that, and most of all, the molecular revolution of the Ci

It’s All Right:

sound of a beer can rolling, a song a kid sings to herself to steady
and look across, across to the other side,

...
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Stands there ahead of me

The minor voice sings the third verse of Keep on pushing and

.

yonder
outre.
plane of immanence

, look around,

his grandmother Annie Belle,

about more than one God, about the voices and the souls and
the ghosts that populate and permeate nothingness, Curtis May
As a source for this paragraph and for further biographical and discographical
,
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lecular revolution. All he has to do is transform the God from the

delicately plucking, stroking, streaking the strings, develops ent

bright and thin voice, light and transparent, tends to the highest

sense to keep on pushing. To look for the other minor voices

People Get Ready,

A Thousand Plateaus. The ripples,

Mille Plateaux,
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mates. That the soul has its kin around it, that the soul of the
minor voice is never alone, that the assembly of minor voices is

chine, the molecular assembly that is already there before the

the territory of voices, they rise up, like Mississippi Goddam, far

ner,

Pusherman and his machine, minor, this

Harney/Moten, The Undercommons

black sociality.
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Super Fly,
Shaft
the year before. Not only the director and protagonists, but
Super Fly
pusher on the corner, chases through the ghetto, corrupt poli

dillac Eldorado, a bad machine, not clean at all, and even if it
it sparks and stomps and grooves. It seems as if it took the

even more haunting. The hands on the congas and bongos solo

ploitation style and problematization of the loss of so many

yday life in Harlem. But the social machine has a plus, it is
207
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more than stylization and death drive. Clubs, bars, streetsca
pes, and hoods are the subsistential territories of this machine,
and they also need to be pushed, propped up, and driven. The
be recruited by the organizers of the Black Nation, but he is a
cog that keeps a social machine alive and moving, precisely on
Bad machine

ver, a decade of building a black music industry left its mark
on the social machines of barrios and hoods. There seemed

record labels, but at the same time, the economic logic of the
industry increasingly corroded black sociality. The move into

stereotypical gender relations, and heteronormativity inten

zation of the transversal intellect in the scarcity of credits

all the state apparatuses of dividual lines of invention tur
ce, and reproduction of heteronormative stereotypes could
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are only the

the counterpart of Super Fly
I did the music and lyrics to be a commentary, as though

infomercial for drugs.

life are

on the corner, molecular composition, sociopoetic machine
still right by your side.

it already seemed to me a bygone, a lost decade. The Beatles

Traveling Soul
Ibid.
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sic, in this decade also of the Beatles, through and around the

tried carefully to keep out, especially around the time of the

the resonance of a Slovenian surname, through the Slovenian

most interesting events and places, socialities and struggles,

struggles inside.
The polished Grundig music cabinet stood in the living room
order, it could be used in peace only on certain days and at cer

ons, and even more by the functional elegance of the buttons,

Rock’n’Roll Music, recycling the
and
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to hear the melodic songs of the early psychedelic phase, but

Williams, Janie Bradford and Berry Gordy and adopted their

Bad Boy. Right after that, on the second side of the
Matchbox, the old blues

pressed falsetto of Revolution
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in freeing their minds than changing constitutions or instituti

Civil Rights Movement.
Revolution,
ard on Rock’n’Roll Music

Revolution 1

but also overlaps and synchronous occurrence of violence and

This is also a critique of violence that uses the overdub, the ad
212
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lution through the apposition of both possibilities leads back

be counted in or out. Resistance to having to participate and
version

end of the

Revolution 9
and of the Beatles as a band, brings

tions, sudden accelerations, voices becoming nothing, a pres
at the same time so garbled that nothing ever really promises
to be alright, and as insistence on the social struggles a lonely

le of Revolution
by implication that the genre itself is a black genre, the genre of
,
is that old insistence of the blues on love, Big Mama Thornton,
It’s All Right
middle of a revolution:
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Cause i see the face of things to come

Some folks are gonna get that notion
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the neck, this completely unmetaphorical demand persists.
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Mu, Nu, Countervoice.
Preliminary Remarks on a Musical History of Dividu
al Multiplicity
The name comes

tics is sung rather than recited, repeats rhymes, thereby forming
bayt

from the male singer of the verses to the female voice of the

New Literature History
The Legacy of Mus
lim Spain
Dodds, María Rosa Mendocal, Abigail Krasner Balbale, The Arts of Intimacy
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the circling song, of the alinear return, of the ring song as a

even from popular Andalusian Arabic. Manuscripts display ver

are full of metaphors ranging from commonplaces to virtuoso
invention, recited by a male voice, and usually their author is

that sings it mainly uses vernacular language. Even if it ends the

it. The classical stanzas and the classical authority of the male

nable presence. It is thus not only an early culmination of a
mutating form of voices, genders and languages, it is also part

Dodds, Mendocal, Krasner Balbale, The Arts of Intimacy
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Europe and beyond: the praise of

, a love that, beyond

France. Not progressing in unilateral movement, bracings of, for

recurring here a rhythm, there a melody, here a topos, there an
fugitives, more or less diplomatic envoys and ambassadors, pri
soners and enslaved people translate these components of the

sovereign boundaries.
In Christian territories, the names of Aquitanian dukes in par

Mirouer, assembles the free souls, abstract machine of
the secret meetings of a viral dissemblage emerging at the turn
of the thirteenth to fourteenth century. And Marguerite also
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tagonist, the soul, assuming both functions at once. Chapter
Mirouer
Je chante,
dit ceste Ame,

et quelle chose il convient,
ains que on parviengne a elle.
once a chant
cum discantu

cum cantu, then again a deschant,

the argument in order to discuss components of freedom and
ment guided by music theory. The soul sings, and it changes
from
to discantus

ceste Ame and Amour
of position indicates the refusal of any static standpoint in the
Mirouer
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rent things

does not only mean the second individual voice, but also, as

to the cantus could be designed more freely. The descant voice
singly unbound and virtuosic manner and ultimately perceived

ment of polyphony, as the tenor replaces the voice of the can

Cf. Ernst Apfel, Diskant und Kontrapunkt in der Musiktheorie des 12. bis 15. Jahrhunderts,
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or split, but the deterritorialization of singing in the high male
practiced since Ziryab and the ninth century, spreading across
territorialized male voice prevailed, and consequentially the

Head voice, voice in the head, voice that goes not through the
phragm:

, singing higher and higher, going to the

the everyday perception of castrato as a practice of mutilation,
a machinic assemblage that lacks nothing.
sing as a child sings, to imitate the authentic voice of the child.

mation of the term falsetto: falsetto
of the minor voice.
Deleuze/Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus,
La Rose des Tudors
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semblage, and the instruments accompany the voice. In contrast,

key to the musical assemblage, it becomes part, piece, one ele
ment among many. Equality of all voices, including those of the
and deterritorialization of the minor voices: community of all
order by conductors and inner policemen. To become part of

dé

Splay Anthem
production of desire and of sociality only happen together and simultaneously,
only come into being to celebrate it, only as an afterthought or revelation, and
can only be splay anthem, lag anthem
Anthem,
Fred Moten in: Harney/Moten, The Undercommons
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création

Passion after G.H., from Karen
,

nothingness. In the introduction to Splay Anthem, Mackey gives

announcement of nothingness, mu is radically not turned to the

ear to the sunken and the past, Mackey listens to the voices of
the submerged. Sunken islands and continents, lost memories

as becoming multiplicity, as announcement not insisting on a

historical layer, and if something is to be announced, it is an

traceable soul sans nom of the Mirouer
outis from
Ulysses, the nameless savage of Heinrich
Book of Truth,

Mackey, Splay Anthem,
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name, and that is my name. And because I depersonalize myself

precisely not in the sense of violent erasure from representation
and history, nor of the racist default settings of algorithms and
An Apart
ment on Uranus,

ty, messianism and materialism, mutate into nothingness.
But this becoming nothing in the loss of self and name is neither
nihilistic in the classical sense, nor absorption in God, in the

rable, indeterminable, indecipherable multiplicity. Multiplicity
is dividual, and it cannot be numbered, cannot be determined,
cannot be deciphered. By no means is it therefore undivided,

ning the self, unfolding dividual multiplicity. Becoming nothing
is the transmutation of singularity and dividual dissemblage.
When Nathaniel Mackey brings mu into play, he also refers
Mu” First Part
The Passion according to G.H., 97.
An Apartment on Uranus
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bum Atlantis. In The Universal Machine, Fred Moten adds that
El Corazon

nothing. Mackey describes in his introduction to Splay Anthem
Mu albums Don Cherry uses not only his trumpet

Free Jazz: A Collective Im
provisation, and he further developed collective improvisation
into Complete Communion in
Symphony for the Improvisers,

others that he calls Nu. Even in the duet of drums and trum

Fred Moten, The Universal Machine
Mackey, Splay Anthem
Moten, The Universal Machine,
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be given in and as nothingness in its full transubstantiality, but
also the compression and dispersion, the condensation and dis
placement, of caged duration, the marking more emphatically
of its beginning and end, and, especially, the concentrated air of
Erwartung*, embarrass

coming, and yet he leaves that second of cymbal decay, air, emp

anuncia, as

to the violence that responds to these subsonic, subsubstantial

the atopic atemporality that propels you, as the immanence of
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terrible beauty of our imprisonment in the passage, our life in

Dilatation of the

Rhythm of multiplicity, music before and before music, music

thingliness and nothingness and blackness that plays itself out in
unmapped, unmappable undercommon consent and consensua
tic machine, its voices are already singing, territorialized voices
and their vocal territory, music already playing, in the foyers and
dressing rooms and other sociopoetic territories, their voices are

in the streets, a noise in the alleys, murmuring and nattering of

Harney/Moten, The Undercommons,
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This music

nor voice lets itself remain minor, lets itself go, it also lets go the
binary logic of gender. The falsetto voice loses itself, and it queers
order of male/female gendered voices, defects from professional
binarisms, unprofessional, minoritarian.

The mu and its nu. Mu is the duration of dividual multiplicity,

mouer,
of insurrection. In an instant, even the anthem remembers its
comes from dividual multiplicity and inundates it, hypophonic

Mackey, Splay Anthem
The Passion according to G.H.
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dissemblage instead of symphony, orgic collaboration of desiring

Orchestra of Minorities, it

lity. Song of the chickens, shorn groove of an organless orchestra,
crying together, humming together, singing together. They rai
se their minor voices, insects, mutes, poors, mice, chickens, Rin

Orchestra of Minorities
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Unruly glosses. Hamlet and no end

It is the end of the second scene of the third act, and Hamlet is to be questioned
for his mother, the queen, about the purpose of the courtly reenactment of his

to assign, to appropriate. Dissemblage, far too indeterminable, unforeseeable, un

Holzwege, in English On
the Beaten Track

Anwesen
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and against the return into it. But this insurrection must necessarily learn to obey

In Specters of Marx,

Ver
sammlung, Fuge, legein,

Ulysses, James Joyce made Hamlet the

amid clouds of angels ascend to the glory of the
like a shot
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Missing fonts
Junicode Nothing
Replaced by default font.

Ulysses and Hamlet stems from an invitation by

Hamletmachine

peared and murdered of the military dictatorship and on the silence that surround

behind him. But in spaces around the performance of the puppet theater a move
of the military dictatorship, but also to revolt against the corrupt governments.

imagined by Salman Rushdie, but for the return of many ghosts of a forbidden
mentary. And in the end, Ibn Rushd himself remains a ghost, because no one has
Collected Fictions, trans
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From Unmunt to Dissemblage
teenth centuries have long been described as the period of

cursor to the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century, but as
an inverse enlightenment, a turbid and troubled enlightenment
beneath the Enlightenment, before and before the Enlighten

Letters for the Promotion of Humanity in
nomenon itself, that
began for all of Europe at the borders of
Arab territory, both in Spain and in Sicily, is strange and also decisive for a large
Critical Muslim
Twelfth
Renaissance of the Twelfth Century,

Convenit Selecta
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government, unmunt
Unmunt means to refuse patriarchal protection, government,
control, and to do so from both sides of the munt, the manus,

Unmündigkeit

munt,

, the
guardian, staying immature, unappropriated and unappropria
inhabitation, fallen and still falling, unsettlable, unsettled, not
improper ghosts, by the voice mates in unmunt. To become mi

Fred Moten, The Universal Machine
perspective of the genealogy of the Atlantic slave trade, the connotations of manus
The Undercommons,
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The Passion according to G.H.
The other side of

form as becoming minor, becoming similar, becoming nothing,

to have fallen into a state of radical inauthenticity insofar as

Moten formulates these questions to the
Ausgang*

seclusion and on renouncing mutual giving and the dissembla
emancipate from the munt

munt

until indebtedness and immaturity can only be interpreted as

The Passion according to G.H.
Moten, The Universal Machine
Ibid.
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commonunderground, the double edge of the fact that modern
times have only ever been dark. This longtemps of darkness and
its black light, its open and general obscurity, is seen by ever

the dissemblage emerges: Ungefüge
ungi
fuogi, in Middle High German ungevuoge, stands for something
already not only
disposability, but something positively monstrous, outrageous,
nitely small, in mu and in nu. Not formless and shapeless abyss,
undivided one, but divisible, divided, folded multitude. The dis
semblage is not negation of the assemblage, it is before and be

machines, ghosts, humans, animals, and these parts can never
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dual trouble.
zation, becoming a Volk
ral antidote against the imminent capture of the dissemblage

and collective disobedience turned into open hate speech and

dividuum, aligned against identity, substance, and
individuality, can serve as conceptual machines: similarity, sub
sistence, dividuality.

sovereignty and appropriation, unconformable to the standard

Invisible Man

pulls your strings until you refuse to be pulled any more. The
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Never arri
ving at that standard measure, never becoming a real man, never
becoming a great man, never becoming real big, never of age,
Vormund, the guardian,
lies the unmunt of minor masculinity. A life in falsetto. In the so

innumerable multitude. The minor voice is not a diminished,

around and in the songs of the things in the surround. It lets
If unmunt means refusing patriarchal protection from both sides
of munt

linity immaturely cares for dividual desire instead of satisfying
traits or gift packages, but mutual machines, multiplicity of care
relations, care in the plural. Fragile, fugitive falsetto, leaning back
in becoming minor, sinking into multiplicity. Its unmunt is the

more in the composition of the dissemblages.
into God, the divine love, the holy spirit, but lets itself fall into

Ellison, The Invisible Man
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speak one language. Hypophonal choirs, asignifying music. All
native language is pervaded by minor voices, many tongues, un

she thinks about oddkin
drifty kin, braced kin, soul mates, ames, animae made kin by an

to appropriate it, to capture it. Even if one believes to possess
something of it, to interpret this possession as an obsession, an

into French:

Windish become intangible, void, as in the Greek anemolios,
Staying with the Trouble. Making Kin in the Chthulucene, Durham

Briefwechsel,
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can be described as a split of the Slovene minority into loyal
Carinthian Slovenes. From both sides of this split, Windish
portunistic adaptation, but it can also refer to the limbo, the

ne, a desiring machine that braces music and social struggles.

Se

, Vienna:
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RITORNELLO 21

Ritornello 21, 2018/2000/2017/2006/2009/2011/2002/
2012/2011/2019/2007/2000/ 2004/2011.

Return of the Nu, Return of Dissemblages
At 10 pm, after two and a half hours marching through
the city, the protest turns onto Calle Larios, the central boulevard in
Málaga’s city center. A wave goodbye to the vehicle carrying the band
that had been leading the protest for so long, and the march against the
threatening eviction of Casa Invisible moves on into the pedestrian zone.
superheroínas invi
sibles begin to run, not quite so “invisible” superheroines, overtaking

patterns of consumption and movement in the expensive shopping mile,
stares of disbelief from passersby, even most participants in the protest
are astounded by what is possible on this day.
“Yes, no, it’s a vehicle, but not really, but they won’t get far with it ...”
policeman speaking into his radio, despe
trundles and stomps on the spot. It deforms, takes on other shapes, collap
ses, straightens up again. Shortly after rolling to one side, it falls back to
the other, falls apart and impends to disintegrate. Then it rears up, four
meters high, suddenly accelerates and is driven down the street towards
the Hofburg, towards the wall of police, rolls over a few people on the
way and accelerates, apparently to make a breakthrough. It hits the wall
its own nature to that of the wall and pushing it back slightly, creeping
along it, looking for a gap, a place where the opposition softens. To the
left and to the right it moves, rubbing against the wall. Here and there,
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on the other side, through the narrowness of the Hofburg and into the
hustle and bustle of the boring masses. Sliding along the wall, pressing
trying to spread open the spaces in between. But the wall hardens and
repels it again. And just as suddenly as the rolling up comes the retre
activists of Performing Resistance keep losing their grip on the object
keshiftly held together by tape and a few ropes, almost four meters high,
wide, long, almost falls apart again and again in the doing. It seems to
cause the disjointedness of the individuals as much as it is conditioned by
it. For some time it curls, some want to go back to the Hofburg to break
through to Michaelerplatz, others in the opposite direction, through the
Burgtor to the Ring, still others resist moving forward at all. Thus the
thing paws at the spot, moves in a circle, trundles and produces more
and more unrest, including among bystanders. And then it starts again.
Against the police chain at the entrance to the Hofburg, with the tail
wind of the rapidly swelling choruses of resistance. The links of the chain,
Involuntarily involved in the game, they drive the object in the other
ly intervening in the movement. The police as part of the Rechtswalzer.
Even if adrenaline and aggression run high, physicality plays out over

up into a frenzy, but extremely suitable for dirtying the uniform.
Since 2017, a movement has been spreading from Latin America that bu

million in 2018. The feminist strike is also an example of contemporary
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leads from one state to another, from one legal order to another, from one
subjugation to another. It is a strike that pervades the molecules of ma
chinic sociality and interrupts, overturns, reverses the measureless time of
les of everyday life, and as everyday epiphany, breaking in and breaking
is not just a single moment, before which and towards which there is fe

and texts that spills over into the everyday life of those involved and even

movement, in memory of Rosa Luxemburg’s image of the mass strike as

From and within the theoretical surround of the Italian Autonomia
and the
, a new generation of activist researchers
emerged in the last decade, taking up current interpretations of the
as global. It is not without reason that the transnational network of
question here is once again the factory of knowledge, but this time in
change with the supposed social and territorial outside, society and the

list was launched in 2006, with topics around the neoliberal transfor

second on the hierarchization of the education market and the consti
tution of autonomous institutions. And it is these two lines that deter
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strategy. Exodus here does not simply mean exodus from the university,
but rather struggle for autonomous free spaces in the university and
beyond the
existing institutions. Just in time for the onda anomala, the wave
of protests, occupations and strikes at Italian universities at the end
globale: il nuovo mercato del sapere. The anthology summarized
the most important texts of the online discussions and, with many pre
sentations throughout Italy, became a fulcrum of the discourses that
helped fuel and accompany the struggles of the onda anomala.
In October 2009, four months after the end of the Zagreb occupation,
then two days later the largest lecture hall in Austria, the Audimax at
Vienna University. This occupation will last two months, longer than
nized education, eating, living, sleeping in the occupied university. Its
territories expand to the surrounding rooms and lecture halls to build

occupation movement spreads to other Austrian cities, and in early No
vember there is a chain of Audimax occupations in Germany, Switzer
land, and other European countries. From the beginning, the Audimax

do not appoint press spokespersons or other representatives. They do not

of the collective, and anonymity of statements were the central achieve
ments, the Audimax occupiers go one step further. The singularity of the
many single ones out of many is not hidden behind unity, collective, and
anonymity, but more or less clearly reveals the multitude of positions
ways of dealing with sexist and racist assaults.
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September 17, 2011: A demonstration march through lower Manhattan
chooses as the destination of its dérive a small park near the enormous
public, now privatized square belonging to the real estate corporation

name: Liberty Plaza. The demonstrators have not chosen to occupy this
territory because of a universalist invocation of freedom, but because
they want to set in motion a further component of the abstract machine
Mediterranean region. And the most intensive line of this abstract ma
chine was probably the Egyptian part of the Arab Spring, with its center
in Tahrir Square, “Freedom Square.” By purposely occupying another

was most evident in the invention and development of general assem
blies. These were not just “general assemblies” in the conventional sense,

instance in the invention, almost by chance and out of necessity, of a new
was probably the most discussed practice of the occupy movement, along
of Zuccotti Park, occupiers were prohibited by the police from using mi
crophones, megaphones, or other technical means. Therefore, at larger
gatherings, they began to repeat every sentence spoken by a speaker in

Yet the potentiality of the human microphone can also be emphasized
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repeat, and relate to it. It can be the case that the chorus, whose voices
voice supports the speaker with hand signs, the next, while repeating
the sentence, declares dissent with other hand signs, and the third has
turned away from the speaker in order to better ensure the amplifying
function for others listening. And in between there are also those who
are distracted, those who are lost in thought, and here and there also
those who drum anyway.
From July 19 to 28, 2002, some 3000 activists met for an international
between Germany and France implies a historical charge and is not a
hotly contested Schengen border, Strasbourg was chosen by the noborder
network as the location for the largest and broadest attempt at a border
camp; not only because it was geographically well situated for a Euro

Union institutions. The SIS databases collect data on migrants that play
a central role in visa and asylum procedures. Thus, the SIS is a virtual
instrument that embodies the rigidity of exclusions of the European legal
system. The noborder camp was intended to make this function of the re
latively unknown networked database public and to simultaneously test
The PublixTheaterCaravan came to Strasbourg particularly well equip
As a stage for a press con
was placed crosswise in the media barrio. At the end of the event, jour
nalists were invited to document an action in which the SIS data was to
be made available to the public. Experts from “Noborder Silicon Valley”
went to the inconspicuous building where the SIS databases are managed
in a petty bourgeois suburb of Strasbourg. Dressed in orange and white
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suddenly seemed to come out of the ground. After ten minutes, the police
ended the action. Nevertheless, several newspapers and online forums re
ported that they had succeeded in tapping the SIS.
After the protest march of refugees and transit migrants from the initial
reception center in Traiskirchen to Vienna and over the course of the
protest camp in front of and inside the Votivkirche in Vienna, the call

the protest camp for basic care, freedom of movement within Austria,
work permits, access to education, and a stop to deportation, then, the

sent via checks of the future. The demanded “right to our future” cor
relates directly with the disappearance from the databases, not only at
the concrete level of escaping the rejection of an asylum application, but
much more generally as resistance against the dividual en/joining of the
present through the future. The demand for deletion of the name comes
from the desire for a temporality that is not en/joined, a temporality in
which the present is not closed by determining the future. Rather than
is about a present possibility of dividual movement beyond names, regis
ters, and counts.
cial, free software, which take alternative paths both technically and or

sought to radically expand the possibilities of mediality and sociality,
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ferent technical foundations of social exchange. This meant at the same
one’s own data, and more technical reliability than the commercial ser
an insider tip among activists for years. This changed abruptly in 2011

gatherings, and media spaces. Making multiplicity, that is, concatena
ting these machines rather than harnessing them into the apparatuses
of the One. Rejection of the molar block, rejection of the united front,
Before dawn on September 7, 2019, 200 activists leave the Venice Cli
guarded Venice Film Festival grounds. In two groups, they run past the

a political stance, the activists use the international media presence to
divert attention from the awards ceremony the same day to the catas
trophes of climate change. Not as a prophecy of planetary apocalypse,
but as a reference to what has happened and is happening now to the
entire planet. In the climate camp, Ende Gelände, Fridays for Future,
Extinction Rebellion, No Grandi Navi, and many other activist groups
actualize the topics of the climate movement with intense discussions,
they organize demonstrations on the Lido and direct actions against the
big cruise ships, and during the nine hours they occupy the red carpet
they have their glamorous appearance with all the signs of resistance.
In every thinking, in every experience of immanence, small advances of
probably also the source of the magic that is sometimes supposed to ema
nate from bicycles, such as on May 19, 2007, when the ladyride moved
across Vienna: as a queer appropriation of the mass cycling of Critical
Mass and at the same time of the feminist genealogy of the bicycle in the
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a group of ladyfest activists of all genders rolled from station to station.
These stations were about the political location of the city and its stolen,
to the history of sex work to migrant labor struggles. A swarm of thieves
tour by bike. Along the route, there was not only sightseeing, but also

February 1, 2000. At the right front entrance, in the aisle under the
large driveway to the Parliament in Vienna, this somewhat cramped,
but acoustically and visually ideal situation arises where even the two,
three hundred people there seem like an impressive mass. But the extra
ordinary events happen mainly in the streets. Until late at night, street
crossings are blocked again and again, alternately on the Ring and along
Line 2. Drifting aimlessly but closely observing, exploring new spaces
in shimmering chaos, discovering breaks in quick decisions, immedia
world accessible and occupying the streets instead of the inns: a leaky,

an intangible whole in its stand against the government and state power,
ference of the single ones.
On the evening of May 1, 2004, about ten thousand demonstrators mar
ched from the central square of the university through the city to the

tic activists, precarious and cognitive workers of all kinds, who were
practicing calling themselves precari@s. Like an accelerated version
of the practice of Reclaim the Streets, the Euromayday parade rolled
through downtown Barcelona as a stream of dancing, chanting, and
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were transformed into painted zones. Under the cover of the march, the
ters, stickers, references to websites, labels on crosswalks, contextualizing
murals, commented here and there by performative actions. Just as the
the inner cities, owed their existence to the creativity of a multitude of
cognitive workers, so the creativity practiced in jobs now spread as a
counterpart over these logos and displays of urban consumption: over
the shop windows, city lights, rolling boards, and LED screens, over the
walls of buildings and roadways.
On May 15, 2011, the Puerta del Sol in Madrid was occupied, and short
ly thereafter the central squares of most major cities in Spain. Paradoxi
cally, these are precisely the places that, with the increasing displacement
of the private and public, had lost the last remnants of their charged
function as “public spaces”; smooth spaces now, where any stubborn
determination promised to slip away. But it is precisely these smooth
verance and patience, the squatters are developing inclusive practices of
assembly in plenums and comisiones
torialize times and bring about turns of actions and demonstrations at
cyberspeeed, direct communication in the asambleas is characterized by
long, patient, horizontal discussions. And they install themselves in tents
and other transitory dwellings, streaking the clean and smooth territo
ry of the squares, striating it softly with makeshift gardens, info booths,
improvised computer networks, people’s kitchens, and all forms of other
duce images about life in general and in Spain in particular. Yes, our life,
life in general is not clean, it does not go smoothly, it is precarious, dirty
and fragile.
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Six usages towards dissemblage
reside, not in the divine universal nor in the human perso
ourselves are, more divine than the gods, as they anima
te concretely poem and aphorism, permanent revolution

Certainly not as divination, reading of the future, forecast, line

in resuming and condensing the dense descriptions from strug

theoretical fragments. In either case, it helps to disperse a bit,

turbid trouble of those ruins. And perhaps the return of the

Deleuze, Logic of Sense
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First Usage

disposability.
Second Usage. Subsistential care
embrace them and softly streak them. Multiplicity of care rela
tions, cuidadanía
nity, mystical, queer feminist care. Trade becomes negotiation

Third Usage

Amour,
molecular love is a supernatural thing, but not God, not divine
multiplicity. Molecular because it is dispersed on things, ghosts,

supernatural thing.
Fourth Usage. Transversal Intellect

that locks the intellect in the proper name, keeps thinking to
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the souls, streaks and multiplies them for the invention of

entendement d’amour, general intel

in dividual traversals of thought.
Fifth Usage. Mu
The dissemblage lets itself fall and falls apart, into dispersed

they form the subsubstantial sounds of an unruly hypophony.

inture.
Sixth Usage. Nu
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Thanks, 2
Calle Bruselas, Málaga
Casa Invisible, Málaga
Clash, Vienna
Eule, Berlin
Ferdinand, Bochum
Korb, Vienna
Marsbar, Zurich

Weidinger, Vienna
WUK, Vienna
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